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FORWARD.

In our modern times of technological advancement, highly populated communities where life
should be improving for all, we have an ever-increasing number of people who become
socially isolated and suffer from an ever-increasing number of mental illnesses.
As a counsellor I see this every day, people looking for answers and just not coping with the
daily stresses of life. Brenda’s book is an extremely profound and refreshing guide to
navigating the journey of life. Many of her writings are age-old universal truths found by her
through experience and not just reading. It is particularly beautiful as she shares not only
what she has learnt but also her personal journey. The reader can identify with her as some
of her problems are also theirs and can then be filled with hope knowing that another human
is like they are and that they too can conquer life’s challenges.
I would recommend this book to any of my clients as I feel it would be a great guide for the
journey of life.

By Peter Parczyk
Psychologist.

“THE WAY OUT BOOK”
PREFACE
I have documented my Journey of Self Discovery over many years.
I have had Discoveries, Revelations and Realizations of the Truth and of the Process of
Unfolding.
I have applied this Process. I am living proof that it works.
So I have bundled these writings of documentation together into a book, in the hope that
they help others to “find their Way Out” should they be searching with the desire to know
and understand themselves.
These writings are signposts to assist in the Navigation of the Journey Within oneself.
The Journey to Freedom.
The words of Truth within these pages are not new, yet because they have come to me from
Within myself MAKES them even more potent in their Truth.
That is what makes them so Special.
The Truth is the Truth and the Truth is timeless.
I have documented my Learning’s and Discoveries in the hope that another is able to relate
and identify with them. I have written in “Real” talk.
“Real” because these writings are written by a “Real” person having “Real” lessons and
learning, and who has consciously applied and lived the Process and who has had that “Real”
experience of finally becoming what they truly BELIEVE.
I hope to encourage another to do his/her Journey, and to know that though yes it can be
painful, but also to know that it is safe. By my sharing my experiences I hope to make
another’s travels not so scary.
Rewards are given for efforts put in.
If we want 100% of our Heart’s Desires, then WE must apply ourselves 100% in our efforts
to do our Journey of Self Discovery.
This is a book of my findings (thus far). . . . . . .

By Brenda Joy Nimwegen.

PART ONE: “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

“BEING SPIRITUAL HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH BEING HOLY, IT’S
ABOUT BECOMING WHOLE”.
My Mother did the ‘correct’ thing of the times in our small farming community by the sea, and
did her duty to bring us up as church going Catholics. Church EVERY Sunday, did my
Communion and Confirmation, and church EVERY Sunday. . .
As a young child I was always drawn to the Spiritual, yet the church thing just freaked me
out. Our priest would YELL his sermons and I’m sure he only did this to wake us all up from
his tedious ramblings of how we were all sinners and bad people and we would all sit through
this believing in what he was saying to us!?
Probably the last time I attended church I recall his sermon and he was going off about the
problem with the young people today! He bellowed out, “Well, where are they? Look
around. Where are our young people of today?”
I wanted to scream back at him and tell him that they have all chosen to NOT be here every
Sunday to be yelled at!
Even as a small child I HATED going to church! What a waste of a whole day!
I could be out climbing trees and making my mud pies topped with shredded clover and
flowers or picking the macadamia nuts and smashing them open with a hammer.
But church? I didn’t understand it. It didn’t make sense to me. I never knew WHY but none
of it ever really ‘felt’ right. It always left me feeling yuk and made me feel terrible about
myself. There was nothing uplifting or joyous about it
Church NEVER made me feel good.
There were a lot of things I questioned. This ‘confession’ thing???? Didn’t add up to me.
We were all TOLD to go to confession. If you didn’t go to confession then you couldn’t go up
during the Mass Service and line up for the priest to give you the ‘body of Christ’ in a form of
a round tiny wafer thin bread. We were taught that it was only when you ate this bread that
God was within you. Again. . . huh? I always just wanted to line up to get it for the thrill of
it. I always fantasized about stacking an inch high of these and then chomp down on them!
I fantasized about the crisp sensation. Often I’d just sit and watch the whole church line up
for this ritual. Sometimes I couldn’t stand it and lined up for it and felt really guilty receiving
it, as I was SURE the priest knew I hadn’t been to confession . . . . .
But as a child, what could you possibly do that you needed to confess? I’d always say stuff
like, “fighting with my sister” or something else I would make up. The priest would tell me
how many ‘Hail Mary’s’ I had to say as penance for my sins. Then when I left the church I
would then be cleansed and could go straight to Heaven. Just like that! THIS IS WHAT I
NEVER UNDERSTOOD.
As a child I often wondered if it was the same for a person who just confessed to a murder,
was cleansed in confession, walked out and got killed by a passing truck. Did that mean that
THIS person was free then to go straight to Heaven?
Just didn’t add up to me.
Not only did we have to sit through a whole hour of boredom and drone and being yelled at,
but also then there was the AFTER Mass gatherings outside. The word ‘congregate’ sends
shivers up my spine. Everyone meandered out of the church to linger and mingle and all with

their ‘Best Sunday Behavior’, false gestures of friendliness and faces strained with
suppression of pain and all with the ‘happy face’ glued on. I saw all this. I saw all the people
who displayed behavior that was hypocritical for the other 6 days of the week. Always
Sunday and Church made me nauseous. I just wanted to GET HOME.
I must have been about 4 years old, and yet I can recall this moment as vividly as yesterday
and with the emotion still as strong. One Sunday morning it was just pouring with rain, and I
mean bucketing down. Who wanted to go out on a Sunday morning in THAT? Suddenly the
car wouldn’t start. We all sat in the car ready to go as it poured down and the car wouldn’t
start. They tried everything but no luck. I saw the anxious look in my mother’s eyes about
us not getting to church. It was more about ‘what will everyone think of us NOT going to
church’.
It was a small community and in those days the church ruled everyone.
Mum then called it off. My heart zinged in Delight! Didn’t have to go to church!
My Mother managed to get the 3 of us children through all the Catholic rituals of Communion
and Confirmation. I was the last one through. I NEVER understood any of it then and I still
don’t now. Once we were all ‘through’ so to speak, Mum told us that from that day forward
we were free to do as we wished.
It was now OUR choice if we wanted to go to church. What a burden lifted. I never went to
church again. Church did NOT make me feel good nor bring me Joy.
I was not turning my back on God, just giving myself some time to work it out.
My Mother was then free to express and share what she really felt about church and what
she told me changed my life forever! It was the first huge SMACK of Spiritual awakenings
and recognition of what I now know and call The Truth.
Mum told me that she felt we were closer to God sitting under a tree than by
going to church.
Wow! Yes. It shifted my whole perception of God and what God just might really be. It
shifted my spiritual self OUT of the walls of a confining stifling church where I was told that
THAT’S where God is. It brought God out into the Sun Light WITH me sitting under my
favorite tree, Feeling Good and full of Joy.
It’s hard to describe the profound impact that this simple statement of my Mother’s Truth had
on me.
It was like FREEDOM to my Soul, fresh mountain air to my lungs, and the bluest skies for my
eyes to see.
My Mother then discovered a wonderful place in the city called “The Relaxation Centre”. Here
they spoke of the Truth, and held seminars and talks. This NEW way of thinking was soooo
exciting for me!
I was open and absorbed this Truth and the process of understanding myself. I was 16-17
years old.
All this NEW way of thinking was NEW back then and very radical for the times. The “New
Age” movement had not kicked in yet.
I went often with Mum to many seminars and enjoyed listening to the tapes and reading the
inspiring messages and books this center had to offer.

THIS to me was Spiritual. The church to me was NOT.
The church, just like the New Age movement, were both what I’d call
“organized man-made religions”.
I have explored both. My catholic upbringing AND my years spent exploring the New Age
movement. Whilst both inspire toward God, neither of them actually show and teach you
how to actually DO it, BECOME it, nor neither do they give you directions on finding Home
and Peace.
They will ALL have their versions of what they think it to be. NONE of them actually KNOW.
They do not KNOW because it is NOT their experience. They do not walk their talk. They
can memorise and quote of great and mighty things, but it has NEVER been their experience.
So they are really empty words, leaving an empty inside.
An empty inside. .. . . .
Inside would mean in our middle.
Ironic that in that very place inside of us in our middle IS where our
God/Creator lives.
PHILOSPHER ALAN WATTS has said:
“The disciples and followers of the great Spiritual Teachers didn’t want to LIVE
the teachings, so they created religions based on worshipping the
Persona of the Teacher.”
Our work (as conscious Spiritual Beings) is to journey to the middle of ourselves, touch our
Creator and become at one with all things.
I say ‘work’ because that’s exactly what this Spiritual Journey is all about.
Working hard at understanding ourselves and at learning to be Still and learning to Listen
Within to our inner Truth/Knowing. The Journey of unfoldment toward Home is a dam hard
one! Hurts like heeeelll.
But the pain is only the breaking of the shell that encompasses our understanding. The birth
of anything new is always painful.
This is about where many people refuse to continue their Journey. Pain. Hurts too much.
Don’t want to feel. Don’t want to know. They stop.
Huh? THIS is NOT what the New Age gooey dribble of rainbows, dolphins and crystals said it
would be like? What the. . . . . .?
But if one can look at the Journey, the process if you will, as basic psychology, then the
actual word “psychology” means, “study of the Spirit”.
So the Journey within ourselves to our middle means we must learn to FEEL and to observe
ourselves and our behavioral patterns. This hurts but please endure. Choose to WANT to
grow and become more of yourself.
With each new understanding you have of yourself, the easier it becomes. It becomes not so
unfamiliar. All this ‘feeling’ stuff that we’ve been taught to suppress, gradually spins clearer

as we grow. Then the Wonderment and Magic begins to be visible to you. It has ALWAYS
been there. We have been too clogged up to allow it all through.
This is where I’d like to bring myself back to the previous point I made about people NOT
wanting to FEEL and so stop their Journey, choosing to play in the frothy unfulfilling
emptiness of just ‘talking about it’ and ‘preaching about it’ without ever having actually DONE
it themselves.
Because most quit with the pain of the initial breaking open the shell, they NEVER experience
the Magic of Enlightenment. Layer by painful Magic layer. Enlightenment means, “to
understand”. What near everyone doesn’t realize, is that you only have to do your Journey
ONCE.
All the pain of undealt with wounds are revisited to be looked at and to be dealt with
correctly and understood. Once you UNDERSTAND something there’s no turning back. In
fact, each upliftment of conscious understanding seems to shatter another layer of yourself
as you push your way toward Home and your middle. Each layer beneath the next is always
more deep and more potent than the last. But each layer is like a new level and with this
new level you are better able to understand and navigate this new layer of uncharted waters
of yourself. You just get better at it. Busting the layers of shells and discovering WHO you
truly are beneath them.
Beneath them is our center, our middle, our Creator, our Home, our Peace.
There will no longer be an emptiness. It will have been filled. Thus we will have become
WHOLE. Enlightened. Very much attainable.
This word “Enlightenment” has been used through time to give us the meaning of a state of
Being that one could NEVER possibly hope to achieve – EVER!
Like you had to go live in
the mountains of India and live like a monk and even then only dream of being worthy
enough to reach ‘Enlightenment’.
What a load of elephants! Enlightenment means to understand. The more you
UNDERSTAND, the more ENLIGHTENED you become. Not rocket science.
Each time you understand something you then KNOW it forever and you become that. You
will eventually become what you truly believe.
With each new understanding, you don’t do those old things again. By NOT doing those
things anymore, the repercussions they were having in your outside world will cease to exist
also.
It’s our dysfunctional behavior that causes our grief and pain in our outside everyday worlds.
Action – Reaction.
Change the action – change the reaction.
Observe the bounce back of your behavior.
Do something different and you’ll get a different result.

THE SPRINGBOARD
On a subject that has no beginning and no end, and yet holds the knowledge of all Infinity, it
is so VERY hard to find that “right point at which to jump in”.
Especially with this subject of THE TRUTH, and of how I and many others see, believe and
know it to be.

I will trust that YOU the reader, whoever you are, have reached a level on your Journey of
Self Discovery whereby you won’t need a long-winded fancy-arse explanation. You, like me,
will just want to “get to the point” please?
There IS a Journey we all MUST take to get there, and it IS a Journey that EVERY living soul
HAS to do at some time in their Soul’s Evolution. When we choose to do it is up to us, but
KNOW that at some point each and every one of us will have to do The Journey.
The Journey is only needed to be taken ONCE.
You’ll then know The Way.
Throughout our lives we are all given constant signals and sign posts all pointing us toward
“Home”, to Peace and to our Creator. Constantly.
There are those of us who choose to WANT to read them, those that DON’T, and those who
are simply unaware as yet of their existence – but they will.
So I’m writing to share directions for all of you who HAVE chosen to read the signs and follow
them. To follow them Home.
So, come then, follow me Home.

PART TWO: “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
THE TRUTH’S THE TRUTH.
As you read on you will observe that it doesn’t really matter just ‘where’ it is that I jump in,
because The Truth is simple and it is repetitious.
You will begin to see the Thread of Truth weaving itself repeatedly over and over. So catch
it, this thread, and you WILL work it out.
Just a matter of time.
Just a matter of a Process.
A “work in progress”.
The “work in progress” is the Process of revealing and peeling away the layers of ourselves
that “we” are not, so we can then stand in awe at the True Magnificence of “who” we really
are. The Journey.
What will at first slow you down on your Journey is the drain of the battle between FEAR and
your TRUTH.
It will be really helpful about here, to make you VERY aware of your biggest obstacle and
challenge that will dog your Journey every step of the way. That is, until you have it trained
on a leash.
To be forewarned IS to be forearmed. Trust me on this one.
I am letting you know now about FEAR and to be very aware of this huge viscous wild animal
that roams in your consciousness, and when threatened (by being discovered) it WILL attack!
The first FEAR SLAM is the worst; this is regardless of whether you were aware of its threat
or not.
I had no signposts outside myself to follow and so I was NOT forewarned, and so when this
first slam hit, it threw me right across the room.
FEAR.
So I began to UNDERSTAND this creature better and so then each time I was less surprised
as it leapt out from its now oh so familiar and boring hiding places. I grew tired of its noise
and disturbance of my Peace. I just plain began to IGNORE the dam thing altogether!
WE FEAR WHAT WE DO NOT UNDERSTAND.
You really ought to contemplate gently on that statement.
So before we venture any further down this track, I’d like to help you UNDERSTAND this
creature called FEAR.
If you UNDERSTAND this thing called “Fear”, you will at least know just what you will be up
against, and its tactics of “surprise attacks” will hold and have no power over you.
FEAR.
Mm. A fear is what I call the ‘recognition key’ on our internal computer keyboard.
When you have an experience that either ‘steps outside’ our programmed belief system, or
one that we have been wounded by in the past, then this key GOES OFF!!
Flashing “RED ALERT” and bells, whistles and cannons blasting!
A surging flame shoots up through your middle involuntary as the “fight or flight” primal
adrenalin slams through your body making you shake and weak in the legs!
FEAR.
But it all seems to “just happen!”
Until we consciously locate this ‘recognition key’ on our computer’s keyboard, then yes, our
Programs WILL continue to ‘just make FEAR happen’.
Remember that a computer has no brain and runs separately from your logical mind. So
FEAR runs separately to your conscious logical mind. This is a FACT to remember, in fact it’s
VERY helpful to remember this FACT about FEAR. Know your FACTS!

You’ll begin to recognize it in all its disguises. Some of which will stun you and others that
won’t. You’ll become familiar with its patterns of behavior. Observation. Watch it.
Like watching and observing a new and undiscovered wild animal in the forest.
By observing this creature ‘fear’, we will see a consistency in its movements. An almost
predictability in its SCREAMS when confronted with experiences “IT” feels is going to be too
painful or hurt it in any way.
You will notice a common thread running through all of these experiences.
This dreaded Thread is whenever our ‘self worth’ is being threatened in some way, shape or
form.
This IS all ‘computerized’ and ‘just happens stuff’ remember? None of it is real. So you can
feel free to go back in, and CONSCIOUSLY CHANGE and DEPROGRAM this outdated and
dysfunctional computer.
FEAR. It’s only a Program running unattended. FEAR IS NOT REAL.
All our undealt-with wounds and misunderstandings can be packaged up and wrapped and
labeled as “FEAR”.
This smelly package HAS TO GO!
We have to then DEPROGRAM this dysfunctional computer that is not serving us well
anymore.
It is only US who can deprogram ourselves.
It is only US who can humble ourselves enough to first acknowledge we actually have a
program running and then to put the effort in, to separating this thing from ourselves to
reveal just “who” we really are.
There is no other way I’m sorry. There’s no other way “Home”.
And there’s no one else who can do it for you but YOU.
Do NOT underestimate this FEAR CREATURE you must now keep vigil observation on.
When it screams (recognition key) throw the full spot light on it. Catch it. It’s only when it
screams that it reveals its hiding places under the ledges of your low self worth.
Observe now these hiding places.
It’s actually called “HURTING PLACES”.
These hurts need to be revealed, dealt with and acknowledged for the Lies and Untruths that
they are. Keep digging.
For THIS is the Process.
And this IS called “The Journey”.

PART THREE – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

A TRAVELLER’S GUIDE
All potential travelers embarking on their inner journey need a guide to navigate the foreign
and unfamiliar tumultuous terrain that exists whilst we thrash between the two worlds, in a
seemingly ‘no man’s land’.
A land where we don’t know anything anymore and it’s scary, and where what we thought
we did know, now we don’t, and most knee buckling of it all is finding out that the who we
truly are, is not even close to the who we thought we were!
A land where everything is shifting and changing at a very rapid rate of one’s learning and
growing.
A land of illusions fused with little chunks of crusty reality and truth floating sparingly, making
you have to really look for them.
It’s as if these little chunks of Truth and Reality love you to look for them, and begin to
present themselves everywhere, so soon the traveler will experience big huge blobs of reality
and truth at one time until it becomes then THE MAIN REALITY and the opposite happens
where ‘what was once our thought to be reality’ becomes little chunks of illusions and it is
then THESE CHUNKS that now are sort after, hunted down to be captured and integrated so
we have no more holes and our world can then become whole.
Then our searching, looking, and traveling will be over.
It’s this point of changing over our MAIN REALITY where a traveler truly needs a guide, for
this is what is called “the no man’s land” world, and it is through here that a traveler’s true
grit and strength is tested and stretched. It is through here that many, many travelers stop,
shut-shop or get lost along the way.
Many shall start and few shall finish.
Every traveler with commitment and determination will be given a guide to navigate them
safely, until the point of “understanding”.
Once a traveler is secure enough in his/her “understanding” of their new world, they can then
fearlessly continue their journey unaided and without “needing” assistance, welcoming it yes,
but needing it, no.
…….. . . . . . . . .and so the guide lets go. . . . . . .
AND. . . . . . .
. . . . ANOTHER STAR IS BORN!

PART FOUR – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

OUR NOW

One moment at a time within each day at a time given to us, is the place we are to live our
life from, and it’s called the NOW.
Because we are all of us mostly thinking about the future, and/or living in the past’s swamps
of regret and memories, we find we are rarely present right here and right now, in this very
moment in time.
Yet ironically it’s only in this NOW space that we have any power, as this power is born from
Letting Go both the future AND the past.
This NOW space is our Freedom Kingdom.
All our fears are born from the past and grow into our futures.
If we could just stop thinking, then our fears would have nothing to stick to, and we would
be free of them, and thus would have learned to simply “BE”.
BE here. BE here and right now.
It’s all that exists, no matter what you might think.
To be fully present and in the NOW takes great Courage and much Strength and with
truckloads of Trust and Faith.
Within the “NOW” lies our PEACE that we all crave for more than anything else on this planet.
PEACE. No fears. No thinking.
We then begin to flow smoothly and in sync with life and all its wondrous fulfilling
experiences.
When we think, we get snagged on fears and our world jolts and shunts to a halt. Our
thinking is the bacterial playground that breeds and multiplies this killer fear disease.
For anything that stunts our growth in any way IS a disease.
A dis-ease.
When we slip out of the NOW, we stop growing and evolving. When we slip out of the NOW
into thinking thoughts of the future and of the past, you will see that these thoughts are
always fear based, ripping us brutally out of our NOWNESS.
Right now in this moment, is all that we have and is all that exists.
For all of our hard fearful thinking, we may not even have a tomorrow. . . .
Ooo. Now that’s a thought.
Because you must understand that our thinking will NEVER be able to predict our life’s next
moment. It’s not its nature to do so. It will come close sure, but it will never really KNOW.
So we must Let Go of thinking and Focus on receiving our Divine Flow.
I promise you, PEACE will come from this.

PART FIVE – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

GOD FROM ANOTHER ANGLE

God made, and/or, IS the dough and WE are the ones making, baking, and molding and
creating.
This Creator just is.
This makes ‘prayer’ (as we know it) a dated concept.
“Praying” and giving our power away to something OUTSIDE of ourselves is now obsolete.
As WITHIN so WITHOUT.
There is nothing going on outside of myself that is independent of what’s going on inside of
me.
WE cannot change our outside world “in” the outside world.
Unless we deprogram our Inner Film Projector, NO amount of “prayers” to any God will be of
any use whatsoever.
“Prayer” has become redundant. A relic. An excuse.
“Prayer” is powerless – it holds NO POWER and is completely useless.
Trying to change our lives from the outside is a likened to digging a hole in water.
The water will always find its own level.
Always.
Let’s be Courageous enough to approach this dusted, dated and cobwebbed Inner Film
Projector that has been playing its “programmed” film and story over and over ALL OUR
LIVES.
The movie may change with different places, different faces, but the essence is always the
same. The movie “formula” is always the same.
No wonder we scream out “I knew this was going to happen!”
At what point do we want to stop playing this monotonous and predictably boring movie?
Who knows? We all have different pain threshold levels, so I guess it’s when we reach a point
where we can’t take anymore hurting, and our procrastinating on moving forward is now
showing.
The cracks will begin to show, have no doubt on that one.
John Lennon sang it well “ya just can’t hide, when ya crippled inside”.

PART SIX – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

ATTENTION
Attention. Attention. Attention.
Now that I’ve got yours, let’s talk about it. Attention.
We have all been taught to look outside of ourselves for validation about who we are, and if
we were ok, and in so doing, believed ourselves to be.
We’ve been taught (programmed) that the OUTSIDE world will tell us these things.
I believe we all have the ability to be self-contained.
If this self-containment was in use, we would all be communing with ourselves/God and
would be given answers and validation of TRUTH from within us, thus making the outside
world’s importance pale and fade into insignificance.
Until then however, we all have been programmed so differently and uniquely, making the
world awash and swimming in a static interference of myriads of layers of ways we all use to
GET ATTENTION.
So what does this word ATTENTION mean to ME anyway?
Attention. It means LOVE.
LOVE? Yes, Love I guess?
Attention also means “LOOK AT ME!”
Look at me. Why? Why do I want you to look at me?
To acknowledge me, tell me I’m O.K. and that I EXIST?
It IS the most soul-destroying part of our “not-with-God” selves.

PART SEVEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
SELF DISCOVERY BEGINS
If there was a chance that I could stand corrected and be proven wrong concerning all the
horrible things I believe about myself and who I am, then why would I not grasp this
opportunity with my whole being and hold onto it for my very life, for it would be my VERY
SALVATION.
FREEDOM.
The Key to the Kingdom of Heaven.
This is the Journey. As is the process.
So the Journey of self-discovery begins. Separating ourselves. Pulling our programmed self
apart from our “who we really are” self.
We are on a mission then to begin our Journey of focusing hard and learning how to decipher
and pinpoint and gradually separate, making two things out of what was once only
understood of as one.
YOU are NOT your program.
That’s only what and who you were taught and shown how to be.
Looking back I recall so many profound experiences and discoveries about myself and with
each one began to shatter the bars of illusions of self-hate, lies and deceptions.
So if we are at this point in our journey, secretly harboring truckloads of self hate and self
condemnation and all that “I’m so very bad don’t come near me” stuff, I ask you to maybe
just for a time, lay off yourself and all that giving yourself a hard time stuff. Put it aside for a
time. Give yourself the benefit of the doubt. You know, maybe all those crappy things you
believe about yourself aren’t even you, not maybe even close?
Put all this stuff in a big box with a lid and put it over there. Yes, further than that. Put the
box way over there. Don’t worry about losing it. If this new perspective doesn’t work you
can go grab it again. It’s NOT going anywhere as you’ll soon discover, that this box has NO
intention of being “left way over there” and thus will begin the “Battle of the BOX” as it
screams out and tortures you to PICK IT UP!
But for a time, just put the box way over there until at least you know for sure just who you
really are, and until you’ve given yourself a chance to believe that you are much much much
more than who is in that box until you’ve seen both sides of who you are, then don’t believe
anything about yourself at all.
Level it. Begin again.

I believe it’s a rather intelligent and quite a logical thing to do really.
There are always two sides to an argument.
How can the argument and conflict be resolved if one side refuses to even listen to what the
other has to say?
This argument I am speaking of is the one we have with ourselves and about whom we
believe ourselves to be.
How could you end your days NEVER KNOWING that who you really were was NOT the
person who you thought you were, and that you believed in far greater things than you
believe you did?
As you begin to understand yourself and why you do the things you do, to yourself and to
others and why they do things to themselves and to you, you begin to actually like yourself
and who you are out of pure compassion. You are not such a flamin’ idiot after all!?

As you begin understanding each of your behavioral patterns you have that much more
compassion for yourself and this then makes you compassionate for another with the same
program.
You will understand the great pain behind each and every extreme behavior, in yourself and
in another.
That’s how it works. Layer by layer. Program by program till complete. There IS a
beginning and there IS an end.
So discovering who I really am behind the programmed me, made me really begin to like
myself. Busting all the lies and untruths I had about myself was what freed me to unfold.
When we find we have fallen back into our programmed selves, we first acknowledge it for
what it is – a lie, and illusion and untruth, express it, bust it, then Let It GO and move right
along.
The sin is NOT in falling, but in NOT GETTING UP.
So learn quickly and keep moving.
There are NO judgments, guilt, opinions or condemnations. What is is.
Keep Letting Go, Keep Moving.
Our Programmed selves are like a Serpent. Our Serpent NEVER DIES IT ONLY SLEEPS!
When it feels it’s been down too long and that you are not watching, believing that it’s dead
and gone, you will be most horribly proven WRONG.
This thing waits silently. Waiting for you to fall and not pay attention. Then it pounces back
at you now, even more larger than life!
It’s PISSED OFF and is back with a vengeance!
You thought it was going to be easy to shake and nail this thing?
Yeah, wrong again.
KNOW what it is you are up against. Be prepared. Catch it at every turn. Weed it out. Hunt
it down.
Be honest with yourself. It’s rather a pointless exercise otherwise, right?
Once you understand this thing, it has no longer any hold or power over you. It is fear based
and fears are all it pitches at you.
This teaches you to never become complacent.
Complacency means death. Complacency leaves you open, vulnerable to the serpent’s
whispers of fear and intentions of pulling you back down into its slimy murky depths of your
programmed self/darkness. WHY? Because this is all it knows.
To go back to the old would now feel to you like a death worse than death.
Keep things simple. It’s the mind that adds on.
Darkness simply means – where there is no light.
So bring in the LIGHT – the LIGHT of understanding – ENLIGHTENMENT.

PART EIGHT – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

LESSONS ON DENIAL
Today I learned more about that great river in Africa – Da Nile!
Today I learned about myself, that if I’m feeling DEPRESSED, then I know it to be a nasty biproduct of me needing to EXPRESS whatever it is that I feel the need to SUPPRESS, thus
causing myself incredible STRESS, I guess.
I have recently been reminded once again, “communication is the key that will unlock our
chains and set us free”.
I also learned about DENIAL and what it felt like, and I observed its hiding places under the
ledges of my low self-worth.
I learned that I had to be courageous enough to face this fear that I had been in denial of. A
fear so great, that it was preventing any movement forward in my growth, and choking me
with the claustrophobic stench of stagnation.
I learned that I have to love myself more, by forgiving myself with the same understanding
and compassion I have forgiving others.
I learned that it is ME who must get myself through this life. No one else is going to do it for
me. It is I who must do my Stillness and strengthen my connection to my middle to my
guidance to my Knowing, to my God. Only then can all be given unto me as to what my
heart truly desires. I KNOW that what I put in I’ll get back, and not another living Soul can
do this for me.
BUGGER!

PART NINE – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

DARE TO TRULY TRUST & BELIEVE

Push for Perception that God talking to you is really a very natural and ordinary function you
were created to do, but forgot you knew how.
All this “miracle” stuff is purely God’s laws in synchronized action.
“Miracles” are Synchronicity.
Miracles are NOT just here and there random events.
“Miracles” as you call them are when synchronized movements propelled from growth and
understanding are made visible for short spaces of time.
You were created to experience this sensation in every waking moment.
Eventually.
Strive for ‘miracles’ to be experienced continuously, with the gap between them getting
shorter and shorter.
Dare to truly Trust and Believe.

PART TEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
EXERCISING DEMONS

(EXORCIZING)

Dictionary Meanings:
Exorcizing – “To drive out an evil spirit.”
Exercising – “To put through practice in order to train, improve etc.”

Yes, “exercising” our Demons. We must put them on a leash and take them for a walk. By
putting the leash on them, we can then begin the process of acknowledging them. After all,
you have to know what’s on the end of the leash that you are taking for a walk.
There will be more than one lap around the block, and with many demons attached to the
leash at any given time. Great, you got to know ALL of them, right?
Even though we really find this ‘thing’ we are walking rather repulsive, at least we now have
it in our sight, and by having it attached by the leash, it can’t run off and hide anywhere.
The worst part of that happening, is that it hides in dark corners poised and ready to terrify
and attack us at any given moment. We must have it in our sight at all times. As we walk
behind this ‘thing’, we can begin to observe it safely from a distance. We now become the
observer of this demon we are exercising (exorcizing).
These demons will at first be so vile and repulsive that you will be tempted to let go the leash
and just let the bugger go and get as far away from you as possible. Oh, and it will by the
way, but only so you can’t catch it. It will turn around and stealthily hunt you down again to
taunt, tease and terrorize.
But be courageous and hold tight the leash and make yourself look at it. YOU have the
power of control now. You will begin to not be afraid of its ugliness as you become familiar
with it and its sly, covert movements.
WE now have the power to pull this demon back sharply, jerking it away from its bloody
thirsty attacks and its previously unpredictable directions.
As long as WE have hold of the leash, it can’t disappear down any holes of denial without
dragging us along with it, and thus bringing our full attention and awareness back to it.
If you are going to exercise your demons, you cannot and must not ever become complacent.
It can whiff complacency, trick you and slip the collar and slip away. You must then have to
wait for it to surface and pounce on you again (and it will), before you can grab it and leash
it once again.
Yep, it is a process. Yep, it’s definitely a few laps around the block, and sometimes some
demons need more exercising than others, so there will be a few more extra laps to crack at
times. That’s O.K. It makes us strong and keeps us fit inside and out.
So the good question right here is, “How will we know when we’ve walked and exercised this
bugger enough?”
Simple – one day there will be nothing dangling on the end of the leash. These demons
eventually give up from being constantly monitored, and they eventually seem to just
integrate into the whole. More importantly, it is because YOU have been courageous enough
to walk the dam thing and not be stopped by the fear of it or what it pitches at you, thus
making it cease to exist. WE are the ones who keep our demons alive by feeding it all our
fear that it needs to survive and thrive. We feed our demons with our fear.
We fear what we don’t understand. So WE have been courageous enough to understand our
demons, and so fear cannot exist in the same place as understanding. They cancel each
other out.
So we cancel out the demon – e v e n t u a l l y, mind you.

Like any exercise, we get better at it the more we practice and use these previously unused
muscles of Faith, Trust, Belief and Love. We just keep getting better at it. It’s a process.
Above all, our acknowledgements of our pain and discomforting demons in ourselves and in
others, we must see that EVERYONE else out there is going through something in any given
moment as well.
Be thankful that at least you have your demons on a leash and are in action of walking and
exercising them. Because look around and you will see the demons of others running
rampant around them, untamed and out of control. I guess this is where Compassion comes
in.
Right then, on with those walking shoes, grab that leash and go exercise those demons you
may still have lurking nearby, they’re lurking nearby cause they are ready to pounce. Be
ready. Grab ‘em and tag ‘em. Bring ‘em down!
Be Brave.
Be Courageous.
BELIEVE.

PART ELEVEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

NEVER BELIEVE WHAT’S AROUND YOU IS SOLID

NEVER believe what’s around you is solid.
Always everything is changing and moving and adjusting to our Inner Reality as we change
and grow and become more of ourselves.
As our Choices change to reflect our new levels of self worth and self-awareness, so too then
will our outside world.
As Within so Without.
Our “Without” world is purely a reflection of some distortion “Within” us, all based upon
beliefs we have made of ourselves and who we have been mislead to believe we are. Mostly
all of which are lies, deceptions and misunderstandings.
I say “misunderstandings” because all our beliefs we’ve made of ourselves were locked and
loaded for primal survival and self protection, WAY before we were old enough to have a
logical mind, WAY before we knew any Truth, and WAY before we realized that we did not
need the outside world to validate our “okay ness”.
So, no, NEVER believe what’s around you is solid.

PART TWELVE – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
PROGRAMING
IT”S ALL ABOUT FEELING!
How DO you feel right now? Yeah? Go deeper, and deeper still. Don’t worry, not many folk
really want to either.
I’ll bet that no matter how much you aim to achieve and do achieve, and strive for that
promotion and get it, work so hard at clenching that deal and get it, and you believed that
THIS would then make you happy and fulfilled. It didn’t. So you strive for the next thing
(whatever that “thing” is to you), and you get it! You should be really thrilled and fulfilled by
now, but, NO. No, there is still this god dam gaping hole in your middle that no matter how
hard you try to fill it, it remains a dark black gaping hole as the wind whistles coldly through
it, reminding you that somewhere you are NOT complete.
You feel you are on a search but do not know what the bloody hell it is that you are
searching for. All you are aware of is that as time passes, this black gaping hole is becoming
more and more uncomfortable and letting you know louder and louder that it has NOT yet
been filled.
And you are fast running out of new ways to desperately try to fill or suppress this ache that
just keeps getting stronger and more confusing, and DEMANDING to be acknowledged.
No things of this earth can fill this hole within you.
For this hole is where your God lives within you and this is where your connection to your
God should be.
So that’s why this gaping hole to most, remains empty.
By the Discipline on Committing yourself to know and connect with your Creator above all
earthly things, will not only FILL this painful hole, but as within that hole is God, then so is
Heaven. Filling that hole by Connecting and Communing with it, you are in actual fact, in
contemporary terms, “Living Heaven On Earth”. Bringing Heaven out and living it here on
Earth.
We all know this Black Hole by the way. It’s the core issue we have with ourselves. We are
under the misguided belief that this Black Hole is where we are, at the core of our Being,
REALLY REALLY REALLY BAD! We have never stopped to question ‘why’ we believe this.
This hole holds SO much information for us. To fill this hole by connecting with our Creator,
we must first have the courage to Journey through the Black Hole. Upon entering this vast
void of darkness, we must clear out all the dark shadows of the self that we are not. This is
what is called the “Programmed” Self.
This is our Robotic, Reactive, Automotive, Primal, Programmed, Lower Self. This “Self” is
connected purely to the Mind and Thinking. It IS so very much a likened to a Computer
Program.
This Program is primal. This program is set on self-survival.
To take your Journey within this Black Hole to where your Creator lives and communes with
you, you must first encounter ALL your programs and acknowledge their UNTRUTHS and
LIES and DECEPTIONS about “WHO” you are and “WHO” you have misunderstood yourself to
be.
You will discover that this ‘don’t go there’ black hole has just been a bluff! Your Self-Worth
guards this hole with illusions of pain and fear and all things of the past and past
experiences.

Once you discover the Programs you’ve had running and in place and begin to shed them
through feeling, pain and integration, you will begin to see, feel and experience the
illusionary blackness dissipate.
This process is called “deprogramming”. This is the ultimate and final separation. We MUST
separate our Programmed Selves from Our True Selves. This is our Higher Self, and this is
WHO WE TRULY ARE.
It’s a BATTLE. Please do not underestimate these words.
Our Mind/Program really puts on a magnificent fight and bloodthirsty battle to stay in control.
It DOES NOT WANT TO DIE.
This is the contemporary word for the Battle of Good and Evil.
Many shall start this Journey Inwards yet sadly very few shall ever make it through the initial
Fire Wall Denial of the Mind/Program.
How can we possibly connect with our Creator when there is too much black goop blocking
any communication possible?
Beyond this Initiation of Deprogramming lies your Heaven. Beyond and very much attainable
is all your Heart’s Desires.
To deprogram is to detoxify and both processes are rather untasteful as the poisons
regurgitate themselves to be revealed by the Light and only then can they integrate into the
whole, as you can now identify the program’s behavior as one that is separate to your own.
Great skill is needed here, and care, so as to prevent a re-poisoning from a spillage occurring,
as the poison draws itself up and out.
Trust in this process.
Do trust in the ‘power’ of STILLNESS. Allow the constant “Letting Go” to do its healing thing
by allowing the open doors to your world of feeling and it’s only with feeling fully that you
can fully suffer to fully grow completely.
Expand. Become MORE. Pulsate. Feel. Feel the ache of your heart. Feel its sorrow. If you
dare to feel, bravery is rewarded with Clarity, Peace and Understanding that sits just beneath
its surface. Understand what it is that you are feeling and you’ll have clarity as to its origins
and thus enabling the identification of just ‘who’ is running what program and KNOW that this
is WHO YOU ARE NOT.
Be REAL to FEEL.
You must lock yourself in to your body to generate any sensations at all. That’s why your
STILLNESS is so important as this connects you and anchors you into your middle. It’s only
from this safe place of alignment that you can now feel, suffer and grow.
Little Stillness, little feel, little growth.
The Stagnation of movement toward your evolution begins to STENCH.
It’s up to you as to how long you can endure this putrid gas that permeates your existence
and shrivels away your belief, faith and trust in your God and Yourself.
But nothing is given that is not earned. All we are asked to do, to have all we desire drawn
to us, is to put the effort in to our Inner Journey, deprogram ourselves, and to suffer
consciously to grow and evolve.
This is what we are here on this Earth to do you know. Just in case you’d forgotten or just
plain didn’t know. We are here to grow and evolve.
This Journey Within is one that EVERY soul MUST take at some time. It’s always up to us as
to when, but you WILL have to at some stage. You only have to do it once. There is an end
to it, if not in this life then maybe the next. Up to us. But sooner or later it gets harder and

harder to avoid this gaping bloody black hole that’s hurting now so very much and JUST
WON’T GO AWAY!!!
The Programming bit is most important and the hardest concept to grasp, and you can do
nothing until you reach your revelation that there is two of you, and one that HAS to be
separated, dealt with and integrated – this being the Programmed/Lower self.
IT’S ALL ABOUT FEELING!
We MUST feel to be real.
We were each born as fresh new sponges. Our mind computer began to shape our world for
its survival right in the womb.
We, as fresh sponges absorbed our surroundings. We learned how to be by mimicking the
behavior of, and taking on the beliefs of our parents/family/carers. This is called being
programmed. For you will find that even though you KNOW that you are doing something
incorrect, you will do it automatically anyway, cause “that’s just what you were taught to do,
AND observed it being done over and over”.
So let’s take a look at our unhealthy behavioral patterns. Isn’t it great to know that all these
shitty things about yourself actually are NOT even YOU?
Again, a Programmed behavior, reaction, is so automotive that you’d NEVER catch it unless
you are aware of its existence.
When we reveal a behavior in ourselves that is unacceptable or dysfunctional and causing us
great hurt in our lives, we must first take a look back to our family and/or up bringing, for
this is, remember, where we first learned how to ‘be’ in the world by observing and using the
outside world as validation of “who” we are.
The struggle and battle between siblings for attention from the father and the mother just
keeps playing itself over and over in our every NOW days. That programmed part in us is not
even clever enough to realize that mummy and daddy no longer live in the same house
anymore? It continues to live as though it is still living there. Each male and female is, to
the mind/program, our mother/father/sister/bother. It does not know nor can it differentiate
between what’s going on outside itself to what it’s programmed to ‘know’. That is until it is
enlightened and begins to understand.
Remember that all our programs until understood, run automatically and independently of
our logical rational conscious mind.
Our programs are primal and set up for our self-survival.
Yep, we have a choice right here. We can turn on the member of the family that subjected
us to this behavior, and blame them for our misery etc, or we can take a closer and more
compassionate look and see that this person too must have obviously been subjected to it
too to have the program running in them in the first place. Who taught them? Their
parents. Right then THEY’RE the target of blame! Nope, they too were subjected to this to
know it and so back and back through time it goes. . . Where did it begin? Who started it?
Like who created God stuff. Who Cares? All I know is that the buck stops here with me.
Dragging this behavior kicking and screaming by the scruff of the neck toward the light, we
must take a good look at it. Don’t be frightened, it’s only an illusionary bluff. Take a look.
Now, who, in the family that you grew up with displayed this behavior, manner, belief, etc?
One member in particular WILL come to mind right up!
SO THEN, “I’ve learned this from YOU.” Then this behavior is NOT really me! I can let it go.
Find out who I am under that one.
Layer by layer, we peel away all that we are NOT.

This is where it gets painful and yet so very interesting. YOU were subjected to this behavior
and YOUR sense of self was wounded. Your wounds were never attended to, nor dealt with
accordingly.
So you must feel it again. Because ALL those undealt with wounds have been suppressed
deep down inside that black hole and like any splinter not dug up, will begin to get infested
and work its way up and out.
As a child being subjected to this behavior, we have to ask ourselves:
“How did it make me FEEL about myself?”
“In what way, in those moments did I decide that there was something about myself that
was NOT OK?”
“What was the programmed belief pattern I set in place?”
When we see situations from an adult perspective, we tend to make light of childhood pains
etc. But if you take yourself back to your child, you have no sense of logic; actually, we take
EVERY thing in from outside as if it were our only mirror in which we can see ourselves.
So, please, let’s give ourselves a break here. Really! A lot of our so called self hate comes
from a child’s limited perception on things and so therefore is WIDE OPEN for truckloads of
MISUNDERSTANDINGS that we, as children believed as truth about ourselves.
We’ve just misunderstood.
So if there is just one belief about yourself that you have discovered as SO UNTRUE and a
LIE, then hell, there’s got to be more of them hanging, stenching, suffocating and blinding
you from seeing yourself for “who” I really are!
I call all things that make us feel unwanted emotions “triggers”. For this is what they were
designed to do. Life ‘triggers’ us with experiences to rattle our cages of complacency and
emotional suppression and denial and to make us FEEL once again. Be brave.
Triggers hold, and can reveal to us (if we bother to look), the core potent points of our
negative and unhealthy programming reflecting back at us, and ones that we would not have
been able to see otherwise.
Remember that it is THIS negative programming that, as a result in running it and believing
it, has distorted our life’s experience to mostly less than pleasant, with a distorted perception
of it and of who we believe ourselves to be.
Triggers make us react and MAKE US FEEL and acknowledge our unresolved ‘stuff’ that we
have so carefully suppressed, denied or never haven taken responsibility for.
Without Triggers, we could not possibly see our darkness well enough so we can integrate it
all in its entirety into the whole.
Without Triggers we would stop suffering.
Without Suffering we would stop growing.
Without Growing we would stop evolving.
We MUST SUFFER to GROW. The more darkness (pain, rage, fear, hate, programs) in
ourselves that is revealed, acknowledged, understood and integrated, the more Light then
there will be, for Light takes the place of darkness.
Life and its suffering now takes on a new perception.
We begin to “suffer consciously” now. When confronted with an experience that makes us
FEEL (trigger), we instead see the situation set up perfectly to get the perfect reaction to
reveal and to display ALL hidden and well-camouflaged negative programs.
These programs are hiding for their very life! They do NOT wish to be revealed. For this
then means DEATH to it, and IT does NOT WANT TO DIE!
So the game begins. The battle begins. It hides. We get better at picking its hiding places
and busting it. As we become more adept at separating the programmed self from our True

self, we do see it more clearly, aptly and eventually it has nowhere to run to and gives itself
up to be integrated into the whole.

This “THING”! This THING!
It dreadlocks my brain.
It paper-cuts my sanity
Slicings of torment and pain!
To venture within ourselves and find out the places where we were wounded and where
those wounds were not dealt with correctly, takes courage. For these very points are what I
call LIFE DISTORTION POINTS. Each distortion point will indicate to you just where and why
you chose to believe something about yourself – THAT WASN’T TRUE, but based on what the
outside world told you were true. ALL lies and misleading information. The core-slamming
wounds of these “Distortion Points” are the beliefs we made about ourselves that:
“I AM A BAD PERSON”
“I AM WORTHLESS”
“I HATE MYSELF”
We do not of course, as an adult consciously believe, but it’s in there. You can bet your
bottom dollar your program has these little beauties well and truly locked away and instilled
in your every day, every moment experience of life. This is until we uncover them and reveal
them for the untruths that they are.
They have given us a very, very distorted perception of ourselves, “who” we think we are and
“who” we have believed ourselves to be.

These points of Distortion will, in time, cripple us and in some way, shape or form. If not
attended to, our self-hate will KILL us with cancer that eats away at us from the inside out
and is unseen.
To be triggered and to consciously suffer is likened to being kicked and punched in the guts
until we heave a huge suppressed emotional gush of vomit feeling.
With every vomit of feeling and purging our suppressed pain, layer by painful layer, untruths
and darkness are spewed up and out of us and gone forever.
Darkest before the dawn.
After every emotional vomit and upheaval we will feel so much more uplifted and Lighter,
“ENLIGHTENED”. To be ‘enlightened’ is to therefore ‘understand’ thy self, bit by painful bit.
God does not answer some prayers and not others.
WE are the ones who cause our own pain. If we put the work into deprogramming ourselves
of the ‘sins of the fathers’ and into becoming “WHO” we truly are, then everything in your
world will reflect that by also becoming more of itself.
If you truly desire to be free of your growth-stunting programs, then expect the rewards to
be so great that you could not comprehend the magnitude of God’s Love made manifest as
the fulfillment of your Heart’s deepest Desires.
But huge things won’t fit into tiny holes. God has SOOOO much for us, but we control the
size of the funnel through which we receive it.
The size of the funnel is relevant to the level of our self worth. By uncovering our
programming of lies and untruths about ourselves, we begin to see clearly that we are most
definitely NOT the person we had once believed ourselves to be.

“WHO” we are, is the person hidden behind the person who is acting out robotic
programming and thinking that that person is US!
As we move through, uncover and clear out each layer of self judgment, self condemnation
and guilt, we see that ‘we’ are actually good people in here and begin to love ourselves more
with understanding and so then our self worth increases in surges, and the funnel then just
gets bigger, pouring into our lives “all the good stuff” and everything in our worlds just
becomes more and more and more.
Your see, it is really rather IMPORTANT that we like ourselves. Because until the day I die,
“everywhere I go, there I am!”

My life to date has been a constant struggle to understand the source and the depth of my
self-hate and self-loathing.
Where to begin? Do I describe to you the destruction and carnage that the lashings out of
this wild animal within me have caused? And that no matter how much I try, no matter how
much I scream within for help and my heart’s true ache for it to stop, that it just continues?
Or do I describe to you just what has MADE this animal wild and destructive and in full
switched-on survival and self-protection mode?
Fight or flight?
The pain of the adrenalin in constant motion surging through my body has now become
unbearable. It makes me not want to live upon this earth a day longer. This wild animal is
hurting me and causing me continual discomfort, grief, unrest and most disgusting of all,
stopping me from experiencing my most sought after heart’s desire – PEACE.
So I’m to try to understand the source of why I’ve misunderstood myself to be SOOOO bad
that I’d rather push others away so as they do not get a chance to even get a glimpse of this
badness within me. For to do so would then confirm this and no one will like me anymore.
Yet ironically, it’s the behavior in protecting this badness from being seen makes no one like
it anyway!
I always find myself back here at this precise junction in massive confusion and inner rage
and turmoil, as a timed cycle returns me here. Right here! I’ve always thought I’d dealt with
it, but in truth I must have just used extra energy to jump down harder on the lid of my
suppression box, which has now reached an unavoidable full to bursting and I cannot keep
the lid closed any longer!
Oh No! Oh Nooooooo! Now I’m truly doomed, my “badness” will now be exposed for all to
see!!
My sense of self worth seems to be reliant on outside validation.
I’m stuck. I still can’t help this heat that rises shooting up like flames from my middle when
my self worth is threatened in any way.
I am filled with hate and sadness when my mind/fears taunt me in this way!!! Why do I
always run with the ball each time the bastard throws me a lie?
But you see, the doubtful lie is so powerful and intensely potent enough so as to ensure our
self-preservation by trying to control and manipulate a situation with such vigorous
desperation to prevent EVER having to experience something so painful (whatever it was)
again.
MANIC. FRANTIC. DESPARATE. FREAKED.
F E A R!!!
Stuff this fear bullshit. I’m so very tired of hurting myself in these sudden involuntary
reactions I have when my sense of self is threatened.

I’m gonna say it again. I give up! I’m going to Let it Go and give it up to you God. Please
help me to Let Go and not have these threatening and hurting experiences anymore.
If there is no such thing as fear then why is it that we feel we have something out there
that’s going to get us and hurt us?
Darkness is just darkness. It’s over there doing its thing called darkness. Just like it’s us who
leave God then maybe we are the moving part that moves to and from the Light. If God is
both darkness AND the light, then we must be the pivotal piece in-between.
AS WITHIN SO WITHOUT
The outside world of ourselves is but only a reflection of what is going on inside of ourselves
and the relationship we have with ourselves.
We can use life then as a tool and a mirror so to speak to reflect back to us all the parts of
ourselves that need attention and integration so that we can become whole once again
(enlightened).
We are IN this world NOT OF IT.
So it’s for this reason that we do not ‘get into’ things out there. It really has nothing to do
with us. It is an illusion constantly changing as we learn and grow and become more of
ourselves, so will our outside world reflect this ebb and flow of our Inner Battle to choose
always the Light (Truth) in any given moment.
We do not comment on the world or on anything in it. What is, is.
To comment is to believe it to be real. It is not. Only our programmed self sees it as real.
We are to have no opinions or judgments of the world and what’s in it. After all, if the
outside reflects our inner, then we are only judging and having opinions of ourselves, for we
CAN change it (outside) at any time – BY LETTING GO OF IT!
To do “God’s Will” is to be whole and living “Heaven on Earth”.
This is the desire of every living Soul, may they be conscious of it or not.
BUT. . . . to DO God’s Will, takes great conscious effort and bravery and courage to LET GO
our fears that lock-in “Our Will” (mind/program) and prevents us from having any desire to
know nor do God’s Will.
LESSON:
Me talking to God: It’s been a long time now God since I was told by you to action and
instigate a few things. It’s been weary time of feeling a lot and “Trying to make something
happen myself” INSTEAD of giving it all over to you and LETTING GO so you can deal with it.
I do catch on EVENTUALLY!
What a frigging IDIOT I’ve been!
I have neglected to believe a MAJOR Universal Law – AS WITHIN SO WITHOUT!
I’ve been so busy screaming for justice on the OUTSIDE of myself, but it can only be a
reflection of an injustice I’m doing to myself on the INSIDE!
SO now that I can OWN my ‘misguided rage’ toward something on my outside world, I can
now deal with it accordingly and take responsibility for it. This perspective alone brings me a
sense of PEACE already.
I must allow the easiness of God’s Flow to move me through each and every day with
precision and synchronicity. I have to keep LETTING GO COMPLETELY so that I can TRUST
GOD COMPLETELY.
Not just here and over there and sometime behind, but in ALL WAYS, ALWAYS!
MUST TRUST COMPLETELY!
I mean truly, what IS IT in ME that is causing me to dislike something SO much on the
outside of my world? What is it about myself that I HATE and DESPISE? What could I
possibly think was SOOOO bad about myself that I will fight it on the outside to completely
divert my attention away from the pain of understanding that very part in my self?
HUMILIATING!

I feel the hesitancy in actually wanting to find out. . . Must be something so bad and I might
find out that I AM in actual fact the EVIL one!
OR:
Is it the Truth that I can acknowledge the darkness and all its behavioral patterns because I
have ALREADY dug them up in myself and now have to learn to LET THEM GO?
I have to LET THEM GO in order for God to be able to move me and my life accordingly to
HIS WILL, HIS PLAN and ultimately ending up with it being exactly ‘what my heart truly
desires” just unfolding and re-arranging itself with no actual ‘thinking or planning’ on my
behalf.
JUST GOTTA LET GOOOOOO!
If I keep still enough and quiet enough it WILL just pass through quite painlessly. Each time
I react (become overly passionate) means that I am holding onto something which causes
me to snag on a rock as I float down stream, and the pain is merely the weight of the pull
that is preventing my journey from being a supposed cruise, even amongst the rapids of the
tumultuous waters in the understanding of oneself.
My God/Creator says to ME:
“Just LET GO OF THE ROCK Baby Girl! LET GO OF THE ROCK.
Fearful clinging stagnates ones evolution and prevents one from
experiencing the Incredible delights the river has to offer without wants and demands nor
attachments to outcomes which will blind you from Heaven on Earth.
LET GO OF THE ROCK.
CLING NO LONGER.
YOU ACTUALLY HAVE NO FEARS.
YOU HAVE BECOME SO MUCH STRONGER!

PART THIRTEEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

WHEN NOTHING SEEMS TO BE HAPPENING

So, I sit here, not sure of just what my future holds.
Nothing really great seems to happen, yet gets awfully close.
Yet all the little things fit together, and maybe all these little things are but the building of the
new foundations of my life of who I really am, and very soon to become. Maybe.
I’m just moving through a period of time in my life where it feels like nothing is happening,
and I’m not learning anything new. Where my life itself seems to come to a stand still. I
mean absolutely NOTHING is happening.
I’m learning from my own signposts.
These times where I believe my life has stagnated, are actually times of rapid growth, and
the results of which will now unfold. Reward time. How brave have I been? How much
letting go have I done? How brave have I been to let go enough?
I will soon see.
Then I have to let go some more.
Letting go is the hardest thing I’ll ever have to do. Then to do that consistently and
painlessly. . . .
Bloody hell.
No wonder not many people do it, even if they did know about it!

PART FOURTEEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

DOUBT

There is a big difference between doubt, which is not believing and simply not knowing.
From the place of not knowing, you are free to believe that at least something
IS possible.
By shifting doubt into uncertainty, you are now free to begin believing again in the
possibilities that exist.
By experiencing uncertainty (without the presence of doubt) you then open yourself up to
your most Creative Self.
When you are uncertain of how a situation will unfold, it also means you have no certainty
that ‘bad’ things will happen either.
Doubt kills Passion and stops your flow of FEELING.

An easy way to release doubt is to acknowledge
acknowledge that you are just not sure yet,
but open to all possibilities.

PART FIFTEEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

CYCLES
As we begin to consciously be aware of, and move through our cycles of purging our pain
and programmed self, the lessons our life presents to us for our growth, are seemingly
random.
An opportunity arises for us to acknowledge and deal with our FEELINGS.
At first the cycle begins to move because we have consciously chosen to know ourselves.
Each aspect of ourselves that is not whole and in need of healing, lines up waiting to be
revealed and purged. What we have done is chosen consciously to suffer (this is the manure
that makes us grow) our pains, to bust the lies to reveal the Truth that lies just beneath its
illusionary surface, because WE WANT TO KNOW WHO WE ARE.
Each turn of the wheel peels off another painful layer of misunderstandings that we have had
about ourselves and of others.
The wheel turns, it peels and we get better at the whole process and it soon becomes a ‘not
so freaky place’.
That big heavy chunky wheel that at first turned slow, weighted down with SO much
baggage to LET GO of, is gradually spinning more free.
As each layer is shed, the wheel lightens. So it begins to spin faster from a more solid
center, and so you may find the cycle’s experiences in your life happening more frequently
and getting closer together. Not unlike birthing contractions.
So we get better and better at dealing and feeling as these experiences present themselves
quicker and quicker and then it just, well, more that BOOMS, it really DOES CHANGE. And
this change reflects itself in ALL areas of our lives. The outside world will reflect back to us
how it is we feel about ourselves.
It CAN be done. We CAN become who we truly are.
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A “SPECIAL PERSON” or a “CHOSEN PERSON”.
No such thing exists.
BUT, what you are doing on your Journey is VERY SPECIAL and something that YOU have
CHOSEN to do.

PART SIXTEEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
WHAT IT TAKES
To Live In God’s World committed to doing God’s Will, you must prepare yourself for a whole
NEW way of thinking and of being in the world.
BE OPEN. Have NO JUDGEMENTS or OPINIONS.
Expect the unexpected for MAGIC reigns supreme.
We are given experiences to humble ourselves enough to make us vulnerable. For only in this
state of vulnerability and humility can we come closer to God, closer finally to ‘Home’.
The longing of every living Soul is to “come Home”.
We must suffer to grow, to grow closer to God, to Home.
When you want and desire peace hard enough, you WILL do the journey. The journey Home
– within yourself to God. There is nothing left for you in the outside world.
All is WITHIN you. Go WITHIN. As Within So Without.
Stop the mind from trying to shape and manipulate the outside world.
It’s futile. YOU MUST live from WITHIN – the TRUE reality that shapes your outside world.
From this space you can feel your pain and suffering, but “not be it”. You are in this world
not if it. Being STILL and in your center will allow the river of blocked emotions, feelings and
pain to wash past.
If we “become” the pain and suffering we dam up the river till it overflows and floods causing
unnecessary carnage and destruction.
We were created to FEEL and have our river flow FREELY.
It is US then that hurt ourselves as a consequence of avoiding our feelings.
We all love to float down that great big river in Africa – De Nile (DENIAL).
This is not God’s doing.
Our Creator never hurts us, WE hurt ourselves.
So, the hardest and most difficult adjustment that we have to make to begin our Journey
Within to know ourselves, is that we have to LET GO OF THE MIND AND THINKING.
When I say ‘Let Go of the mind’, this means to let go of “IT” thinking and planning and
running and ruining your life. “IT” cannot. It is a machine, a program and not unlike a
computer program, it has to first BE PROGRAMED
We must Let Go of the control we MISTAKENLY think we have over the Universe.
The Mind is an incredible gift and creation. It is a magnificent RECIEVER, and thus a
CREATOR.
When we deprogram our Mind, we bring ourselves into alignment with its Creator, and we
then RECEIVE TRUTH and become CO-CREATORS.
When the mind is acknowledged for what it is, it can safely take its rightful place doing its
rightful duties being very still behind us, ‘RECEIVING’ the TRUTH as it gives us clear guidance
and safe navigations to ensure we are in our True Flow to receive our True Destiny as it
miraculously unfolds before us.
What is called for here is a hell of a lot of TRUST to LET GO of the wheel that we mistakenly
think can and does control our life.
We must courageously push through the illusions of truckloads of fears and doubts as the
mind battles for supremacy. We WILL get to the other side of it, and we WILL see how ALL

THINGS have and will work and sort themselves out with such precision that not even your
mind could have ever even contemplated such a way.
BUT we must first learn HOW to LISTEN to our KNOWING, HOW TO SHUT THIS MIND UP,
STOP THINKING and HOW the bloody hell to LET GO??!!??
Remember that for most folk the head, brain, mind is the busiest place on the planet. In
fact, to most, it IS their God. It NEVER STOPS! Never shuts up! It refuses to give you
PEACE.
Always pitching fears that come to life!
GO AWAY!
The mind is a program. It is a tape that will only tell you what it’s either seen, knows from
experience or heard of etc. The mind will tell you NOTHING NEW. It’s a program after all.
It’s not designed to tell you anything new. It’s a program of self-protection and primal
survival.
We have been unaware of this.
We have been unaware that there is another ‘US’ here, the REAL ‘US’ and this is “WHO” we
really are.
This REAL ‘US’ that sits here behind the ‘programmed self’, has had NO IDEA that it is
actually separate to, and most definitely NOT the person whose programmed self has been
running and ruining its life up to date.
Oh sure we’ve had ‘moments’ where we’ve glimpsed some of our magic-selves, but those
were often short lived and shut down instantaneously with denial and self condemnation.
Because we’ve been taught to hate and dislike ourselves, programmed to since birth, and so,
so many magical moments are experienced but fobbed off as ‘illusions’ or ‘delusions’ or just
pure fantasy and even ‘straight-jacket-fodder’.
So most times ‘WE” never get a look-in and “WE” are shut down by our programmed mind as
it DEMANDS to dictate as it knows best!
“IT” is only guiding you by past experiences.
“IT” is only guiding you by FEARS.
Take your day today. Your mind gave you a run down on how it was running your day and
just how it was going to be. It pushes and tries to MAKE THINGS HAPPEN. More often than
not it’s a futile exercise as you find more and more square pegs NOT fitting into the “mind’s”
round holes!!!!??.
Your mind can come close to predicting but it never will, nor can it by its very nature.
There IS a Giant Jigsaw here. There is a Divine Plan. If we learn to LISTEN, LET GO and be
guided, we will find all the precious pieces of our Exquisite World magnetically pull
themselves toward us and locking in together until we begin to feel that sensation of
becoming ‘whole” and complete. As our awareness grows on the pieces of our puzzle that
are missing, we then get incredible ten-fold rewarding experiences of being fully aware and
feeling each of the pieces of our puzzle as it’s found and locked into place.
It’s those “WOW” moments.
Those “it all fits together” moments of Synchronicity.
For it is THESE moments that are SO profound and SO unpredictable that you KNOW it was
NOT your mind that had anything whatsoever to do with it all.
It’s in the being BRAVE enough to LET GO OF OUR MIND and all its preconceived thoughts
and fears and beliefs, and know that we can have everything that our heart desires.
The TRUTH is, by Universal Law (same law as gravity and photosynthesis etc) that
“WHEN I LET GO, I CAN HAVE EVERYTHING MY HEART DESIRES”.

So how do we learn to Listen then? To Listen to our Inner Knowing/God/Truth?
How DO we learn to decipher these words from those of my mind, as both run parallel and
simultaneously?
If there are two lines of energy, one of them is your Knowing (God) and the other is that of
your mind (fear). In any given moment until you have awareness of it, it’s always top line of
energy (mind/fear/programmed self) that presents itself first. It reveals itself with BURSTS
and BLURTS.
Over a period of time observing the behavior patterns of these BURSTS and BLURTS as they
seem to become almost an involuntary reaction, AND they do it over and over and always
with the SAME core issues.
If we take time to pause and be STILL, let and feel the blurts move through, but always wait.
For after the blurts pass, the TRUTH is sitting there just underneath, parallel remember, so it
can now be revealed. The TRUTH WILL ALWAYS BE REVEALED.
When an untruth is challenged and gets acknowledged as such and for what it is, an
“UNTRUTH”, it simply falls away and the TRUTH is REVEALED.
This is where your “KNOWING” lives.
This is where your Creator lives.
In fact, we are ALL ONE and the SAME connected on this line of energy. When we are there
of course.
The top line of crusty programmed static energy is where most live and have no idea of the
double life and the more potent magical life that awaits to be experienced just beneath its
illusionary surface.
It’s the busting of this crusty layer of static destructive mind energy however, that is the
hardest and most painful part, and it’s exactly the same reason why most everyone avoids
doing it. I don’t blame anyone for not doing it. It bloody hurts like hell! But at least I know
and understand what I am doing and what is happening, therefore I am not in fear. I begin
to suffer consciously, and life stops being something that is filled with random events ready
to attack me at any moment. I stop feeling powerless, by feeling itself.
The birth of anything new is always painful. It is the breaking of the shell that encompasses
our understanding. This shell is our programmed self. The robotic, reactive programmed
self.
To LET GO, is the breaking-up of this shell-like layer of the static mind/fear/programmed selfenergy. To LET GO and TRUST that there IS another level of energy running just beneath
you to catch and carry you through. To TRUST and BELIEVE that you CAN.
At the end of the day, why not give LETTING GO a go? Holding on and trying to nut things
out have not worked have they? It’s very scary and stressful. So really, you have nothing to
lose but everything to gain by LETTING GO!
We fear what we don’t understand. So then let’s have a look and try to understand it.
To be Enlightened simply means to Understand. More and more fears go unjustified and are
thrown out the window.
So how DO we go about busting up that crusty static layer of interference away?
Within the “TRUE US” energy layer, our Within/God talks and we commune with it. This is
normal. This world within is so finite and so STILL and is ALWAYS there.
Always they’re guiding us, comforting us with the Truth and ALWAYS guiding us to our
God/Creator.
And ALWAYS this world within us is drawing to us our heart’s desires. If only we knew it
existed.

This offensive static energy line of the mind with its fears and thinking, is too noisy and
thickly clogged in the lower realms of basically primal survival behavior, and so WILL NOT
ALLOW us to hear our Voices nor our Knowing, let alone believe it when we think we do!
So HOW DO we get to Hear and Listen clearly to our Guidance from Within and KNOW that
without a doubt that it is God at work and NOT my mind/fears etc?
Ask yourself how you feel in the world right now. Do you feel safe? Remember there are
many facets to this word and it also means different things to different people.
I recall the world as a very scary and unpredictable place before I understood.
What if I told you that once you make the effort to truly connect to your Knowing and
practice living your life whilst Listening to and doing what your Knowing tells you to do, and
when you’ve mastered the Art of Listening and Not thinking, that you will never feel unsafe or
alone ever again for the rest of your walking days and beyond. You will know NO such thing
as fear, and even the memory of having lived a life with both these things in it (fear/thinking)
will gradually fade out into a distant memory and one that you’ll never really quite be able to
recall.
This is the TRUTH.
This is MY experience and so therefore it IS also MY TRUTH.
It is also Universal Law.

Being “holy” and “religious” has nothing whatsoever to do with spirituality nor with
God/Creator. Religion is “man-made”.
By simply following a process of deprogramming ourselves, we will BECOME “who” we truly
are behind that layered programmed self.
God could well be classed as a science. Quantum Physics has PROVEN God exists.
It’s the process itself of our deprogramming that we find compassion for ourselves as we
begin to understand why we do what we do and so can then forgive others with the same
compassion and understanding.
It’s not at all about being “holy”.
It’s about becoming “WHOLE”.
So HOW?
We learn to be STILL.
Yep, Learn to be STILL. We learn to STILL the mind and EVERYTHING it has to say. As we
shut this thing up and get it in line, the noise and crusty static energy begins to dissipate and
dissolve, leaving us with more clarity to Listen and to see “who” we really are.
We must, in order to feel Peace and have Fulfillment, HAVE TO LET GO and BE STILL.

PART SEVENTEEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

SILENCE
Choose Silence more than not.
Allow the garbage thoughts and words that you’d usually allow to just spill out your mouth, to
turn back in on itself to back burn themselves out.
Most of it is thus this way destined. Garbage is garbage.
The TRUTH will just naturally want to be said and will speak out.
Saying nothing for a long time begins the clarity process.
You guard the drawbridge to your mouth and deal with what is pushing at its gates. Is it a
TRUTH or be it a LIE?
A lie will just fall away by itself.
The TRUTH however, will always shine through!
You will save yourself a lot of unnecessary grief this way.
SILENCE gives you time, space and privacy to deal with, and RESPOND accordingly to any
situation before you.
SILENCE will teach you how to RESPOND and not REACT.
Whatever the first thing blurted is, is NOT the truth. For reasons being many but first and for
most is that “The TRUTH doesn’t BLURT”.
If you PAUSE in SILENCE for that bit longer before REACTING, you will find the TRUTH and
your TRUE RESPONSE sitting just under it coming out NEXT. SILENCE teaches you to be
honest with yourself.
Be conscious of your BLURTS and you can catch yourself right there, if guarding your gates,
and this would tell you, that what has just rammed through and out your mouth, was a LIE.
SILENCE prevents the BLURTS. A blurt can kick back and hurt. You begin to lessen the pain
in your life immediately by being SILENT.
SILENCE is where you FEEL.
There is great PEACE in SILENCE.
SILENCE is your own cocoon of private containment, where you FEEL, DEAL and HEAL
yourself.
SILENCE then, IS YOUR SALVATION.
It’s only YOU who can CHOOSE to go there. Only YOU who can shut your mouth. No one
else can do it for you, though many may try.
You don’t want to HURT anymore? Stop hurting yourself.
Give yourself the GIFT OF SILENCE,
The GIFT OF PEACE.
It’s YOUR CHOICE.

PART EIGHTEEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

CHOICE AND CHANGE
These are possibly the only two things in life that anyone can ever promise you.
WE are the ones doing the choosing at any given moment.
WE choose.
ALWAYS is our CHOICE and choosing.
And, that CHANGE is a given.
Life is all about changing.
Why do we cause ourselves so much pain by allowing our fears to clutch and grip our world
to stop it, so as to try to stop change?
Right here it’s OUR CHOICE really.
Our CHOICE as to how we respond and learn to flow with CHANGE.
So, I always have the Power.
I have not used it wisely, let alone known I’d had it at all.
My Power lies in that every moment of CHOOSING.
My Power IS my CHOICE.
It is my choosing to take my Power of CHOICE.
In allowing ourselves to be consciously aware of each and every moment of CHOICE, then a
“Conscious Choosing” begins to occur.
To “Consciously Choose” is to be doing God’s Will.
By being “Conscious of our Choices”, our lives will reflect “CHANGE”; awareness
gets exciting!
Because the “Changing” just keeps making our lives become more and more.
By “Consciously Choosing”, we can ease the grip and clutching at the wheel of our world, and
then Let It All Go.
Let Go, and let the ship take us where our Creator wants us to go, KNOWING that where it’s
taking us is PRECISELY where WE want to go!
CHOICE AND CHANGE
Let’s take all the unnecessary pain away from what’s actually meant to be easy.
Give-in to these two words, and truly, you’ve reached HEAVEN.

CHOICE
Let it Go and Let it Happen.
Be conscious only of your each moment of choice.
We forget that we always have the CHOICE. We choose how we will respond
or react in any given situation.
We choose how we feel.
With every choice presented to us, WE are the ones who will choose.

CHOICE is ours, every second of every living breathing moment of our lives.
CHOICE. It’s my choice then:
As to what clothes I wear.
To whom I talk to.
What things I say.
What thoughts I think.
And it’s MY choice – all of it.
We say, “Life’s unfair” and that we are powerless. Well, that’s a choice right
there in itself.
We need to learn how to make correct choices.
My choice if I smile.
My choice if I do not.
My choice if I feel sorry for myself.
My choice to move myself forward.
My choice to discover my Passions.
My choice to be brave and follow them, wherever they might take me.
We’ve even chosen at times to allow others to make choices for us, though it
will be disguised as “THEY MADE me do it, be it, say it. . . .”
I choose NOT to hold on.
It’s MY choice to Let Go.
I choose to FEEL.
Within that choice, I’ve chosen to be REAL.

PART NINETEEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

LIVE & LEARN
Once you discover a behavioral pattern at work in yourself, acknowledge it. Its effects in your
world are then null and void.
Remember that your very “living” is all about “learning” – nothing else exists.
You LIVE and you LEARN.
You all know this, but all seem to forget to apply this very basic Universal Law when you’ve
made an incorrect choice. You all instantly turn on yourselves with such hate and selfcondemnation. It was only an incorrect choice IN THAT MOMENT, whatever that choice may
have been.
Once you see that your ‘choice’ didn’t make you feel good in any way, just acknowledge it.
Give thanks that you have grown to have the awareness of just when you have made an
incorrect choice. Give yourself some applause for THAT, instead of the self-condemnation for
an incorrect choice in a particular moment in time.
The achievement and growth comes from the process of recognizing and acknowledging
these incorrect choices, and so you are then free to choose again.
You may get it right the next time, and you may not either, but the whole process of life is all
about LEARNING how to make the best choices for LIVING a fulfilled life.
If your next choice didn’t quite cut it, then recognize, acknowledge, learn, choose again, and
always keep moving forward.
Live and Learn.
Keep choosing consciously.
Keep consciously choosing.
You WILL get it right.
It IS a process.
Once an incorrect choice has been acknowledged, you will get an inspiration on how to deal
with the situation (if there was any carnage), or you will get inspired as to the next correct
choice to make. Your way will be made smooth. No need for more suffering.
The effort put into acknowledging the incorrect choice is suffering enough.
The sin is not in falling, it’s in not getting up.
Your effort in getting up is rewarded with an easy path that’s clear to follow. You’ve earned
it.
You suffered to grow.
You LIVED and you LEARNED.
So, see how we’ve come back to this basic primal Universal Law again?
See also how you really have not understood what these words actually mean?
They mean FREEDOM.
God Bless.

PART TWENTY – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
LETTING GO COMPLETELY
It is only “I” who can Let Go Completely. No one else can do that for me.
IF I DON’T LET GO,
I WILL NOT GROW
To the level of which I can Let Go, I will grow, AND, it’s the ‘Letting Go’ process in and of itself
that makes us grow.
If I am hurting, I’m holding. Holding very tight to something I fear to Let Go of Completely, for
whatever reasons.
FEEL the hurting. FEEL the pain. Beneath it will reveal the program that has been festering like
a deep splinter. Its poisonous puss has been seeping into, and infecting all areas of one’s life.
Sounds Big.
It is.
Yet it’s fundamentally simple in all its complexities.
To Let Go, is to Let Go of the mind and its thinking. Completely.
When we’ve Let Go enough we’ll get to a point when we will begin to hear and listen to our
Knowing/Voice Within/Our God.
It is THIS small still voice that we must strain to hear at all times. It is THIS small still voice that
will guide us and navigate us safely to the gates of Heaven.
Every second of every moment of every day of our lives, it is there. THIS still small voice.
Always it is there. Our fear level (mind) adjusts the volume control of THIS still small voice. Less
fear (static), the clearer we hear the voice.
The very act of consciously listening to this voice and its guidance, will plant us in the Oh So Very
Important Now.
The more we Listen, the more Now-ness we experience. When we live nowhere else but in Our
Now-ness Completely, we will have attained Living Heaven On Earth.
The more we Let Go Completely, the more that we can Hear, bringing us more and more Here.
Here and Now.
This is the very point of Great Power and Magic. The Now.
The more we harmonize and vibrate with the humming of the Now, the more Power there is to
generate the manifestation of our heart’s desires.
Locking into the Now-Space switches on the magnet that draws and pulls all of these dreams to
us.
If a huge Hot Air Balloon were symbolic of ourselves and our Ascension, Freedom and Fulfilment,
then the ropes holding us to ground would be our mind, thinking and fears.
We all have a Hot Air Balloon.
We were all born in one!
We, as Hot Air Balloons, were made to and destined to fly high above the world. In this world
but not of it.
But instead we wait in the basket boxes of our Balloon, entertaining ourselves while we believe
that that is all there is. That life is IN the basket of the Balloon.
One day some realize we can fly?!? If we can fly we say, how is that possible whilst we are tied
down with these ropes?
Why don’t more people have this awareness?
If we are not moving, then why?

WE must put in the work if we want to fly. WE must make the effort.
WE have to untie and Let Go the ropes. No half measures will do, obviously.
For to Let Go Completely, means ALL ropes holding our Flight to Freedom to ground must be
snapped.
Bit freaky hanging on an angle with one rope still anchored firmly. Dangling isn’t fun.
Fence sitting is NEVER a comfortable experience I’ve noted.
Through my own discoveries and the observation of others.
We must keep Letting Go. When we question how much more do we have to go? Just look at
your world.
Your Balloon is either snapped free and Ascending lofty heights, or, you’re still dangling, freaking
and refusing to Completely Trust and Let Go Everything.
All ropes must go.
As to when? Up to us.
How long can we spend just in the box going nowhere?
When we are ready, we will stick our head up and look around to find how to move this thing we
find ourselves in.
This is our Individual Evolutionary Mission.
First to discover that we are really Hot Air Balloons destined to fly.
Then, to work out and work at, freeing ourselves by releasing the ropes that hold us to the
ground.

LETTING GO TO TRUST COMPLETELY
So thank you God. Again, let me learn to Trust in your every moment of choice, in my every
day, one at a time. Moment by moment, they link together my day.
Each day now brings more ‘miracles’ consistently enough for me to finally acknowledge this
as normality and safety, thus charging me with extra strength of “Knowing” at this time. This
instils me with Faith and Trust to push back harder on the last of my illusionary fears and to
Let Go Completely.
MUST TRUST COMPLETELY!
I feel once again a familiar buoyant sensation that now seems more consistent. A feeling of
Magic enfolds me, pregnant with any number of wonderments and possibilities. All of which
can be called upon and made manifest if I should desire it.
By Letting Go, I actually DO NOT fall down, down into the dark Abyss to my death!
Instead, I find that by Letting Go Completely, I only become lighter, and like a helium filled
balloon, begin to ascend. My ascension into Heaven. This is my Evolution.
To Ascend into Heaven, is to have “Let Go Completely” enough to just simply BE.
A constant connection to our God brings God down and out into the world in its purest form,
living then, Heaven on Earth.
This IS the “Second Coming”.
Others WILL follow.
It’s Evolution.
It’s Time.
LET GO
Once again, tie that string on your finger to remind yourself to LET GO and stop trying to
manipulate the outside world in any way, shape or form or control.
LET GO and ALLOW IT TO BE GIVEN TO YOU, and always when you need it to be so. Let go
even harder.
You ought to take no thought for your life.

Your Creator has it all sorted. Don’t worry about the details, just keep LETTING GO.
Keep your hands OFF the wheel.
Keep a conscious connection awareness of your hands and the wheel.
Keep your hands AWAY from the wheel.
Fear will grip. Slap them away.
Keep your hands AWAY from the wheel.
At all times, be hand and wheel conscious.
We cause ourselves more pain from holding on than it is to LET GO.
Keep LETTING GO of EVERYTHING.
Every little thing – LET IT GO.
Every little detail – LET IT GO.
It all means nothing except a guarantee of repetition in your world. These things, these
details – LET THEM GO.
Hard?
Well, yes.
And well, no.
No harder than the strain and pain of holding on endlessly. The fence gets mighty
uncomfortable to sit on for long periods of time. The splinters begin to infect.
Go for it. LET GO. Go to your Guidance.
We were made to fly like eagles.
Let us not scratch like sparrows.
And so JUST KEEP LETTING GO. Keep LETTING GO.
Keep LETTING GO so ALL can come to you easily.
By LETTING GO, we create “STATIC MAGIC” field around us.
We can’t then help but have MAGIC STICK to us.
Voomp! Voomp!. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .Voomp!

How do I LET GO?
By remembering that nothing is real.
Just program patterns rolling over and over unattended until we acknowledge them and
integrate them.
We are here to Grow and Evolve.
Everything else is just, well, details really.

AT THE END OF EACH DAY
I REMIND MYSELF OFTEN
THERE’S ONLY SO MUCH OF THIS WORLD
THAT I CAN FIT INTO MY COFFIN.

PART TWENTY-ONE – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
BOUNDARIES
Boundaries. Boundaries? Mm Boundaries.
Where are my Boundaries?
What do they look like, these Boundaries of mine?
Oh, I see holes in fences and some crumbling walls.
All must be rebuilt and mended.
I must walk along my Boundary Line.
Reset my electric fences from “would you mind going away”
To “Piss Off!”
Then to find the balance in-between
The one that’s not so quite extreme.
In doing so, we find our Boundary Line.
Our Power lives here in this place.
Our Gift of Free Will and Choice resides here too.
Our Clear Cut Boundary Lines.
Only, they are mostly NOT clear-cut are they?
Why?
Because our Sense of Self Worth dictates our Boundaries.
The Strength of our Boundaries is relevant to our level of Self Worth.
Until we discover that we have self worth issues in need of dealing and healing, we’ll ALWAYS
have our life’s experiences tainted with being hurt by others and by us hurting them.
Boundaries. Know your LINE.
KNOW THEN, WHEN SOMEONE IS CROSSING IT!
Until WE know our Boundaries, WE allow others to smash through it and cross THAT LINE all
day, every day. That is, up until we DO know.
Allowing others to cross our Line, causes us incredible discomfort and it prevents us from
EVER experiencing PEACE.
Why?
Because up until now, no one had ever told us, me, you, that we even HAD Bloody
Boundaries! ?
Boundaries. They come with the Territory. So KNOW them.
KNOW YOUR BOUNDARIES.
KNOW YOU ARE JUST MAGNIFICENT.

PART TWENTY-TWO – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
PASSION
A momentum that drives us forward with movement. Passion wipes out complacency and
apathy, both of which will kill us eventually.
Passion gives us a reason to want to live, a reason for living, a reason to exist.
So, this passion energy, where does its seeds germinate from? What feeds and nourishes it
to flourish and begin its swirling rotations of ever expanding energy?
Passion is always strongest in those who believe in something Greater than themselves, and
IN themselves and in those of others.
Passion is a Potion. Into the pot go Belief, Truth, Trust, Faith and Love.
It’s simmered and stirred over the flames of Courage, Strength, Discipline and Endurance.
Once our ingredients are gathered and our flame is strong, our Potent Potion of Passion is
near ready to transcend itself into movement of Divine Manifestation.
Passion is Divine Will in its purest expression.
Passion is the Energy of Truth.
Passion is a powerful muscle mass needed to contain and carry this immense and intense
Energy of Truth.
This muscle mass, like any other muscle, gets stronger with use.
The more we exercise this muscle, the stronger it becomes.
PASSION.
Because being lazy is easier, many choose NOT to exercise and develop it, thus remaining as
weak, insipid excuses for human beings.
Lazy may seem easier in the short term, but only effort has rewards.
No pain (effort), No gain (rewards).
It hurts to hold on to the Truth.
This is why we need to become “Passion Gym Junkies” and be disciplined and committed to
building, strengthening and maintaining this Powerful Passion Muscle Mass.
Passion assists us to go the distance.
Passion gives us effortless endurance.

PART TWENTY-THREE – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
INTEGRITY RULES
Greed NO LONGER holds any power.
Manipulations and Control seem to be slipping.
As a whole, the Human Race IS evolving and growing.
As we evolve, we begin to actually see what’s really going on.
It’s not so easy to dupe each other anymore.
We begin to see through the lies to the Truth.
This has always been a process unfolding.
The world seems to be in more and more desperation to come up with better ways to dupe
and deceive us, yet more and more to NO-AVAIL.
So, time is now upon us where,
INTEGRITY will aim and REIGN SUPREME.
Those of us, who have been COURAGEOUS enough to hold on to,
and live INTEGRITY thus far, will be GRANDLY REWARDED
for our EFFORTS PUT IN.
It’s easy to be greedy. That takes NO effort. NO rewards there.
Now that greedy is becoming unacceptable and anti-social, just like smoking in public places,
it WILL eventually be gone.
More effort will be put in to our INTEGRITY because soon it will be the only thing accepted.
It’s like HAVING to keep up with technology or die.
INTEGRITY will soon be the ONLY currency (energy)
with which we will deal with.

PART TWENTY-FOUR – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

“LOVE” MISUNDERSTOOD

“Love at first sight”, “Romantic Love” – There is no such thing. No such thing exists.
These are just “fancy-arsed” ways of describing CO-DEPENDANCY.
Peptide addictions and our Programs, fiercely protect our ‘self-worth’ and when it sees its ‘sameness’ in
another, it locks itself on and attaches itself under the guise of “Love”.
“LOVE” is the MOST MISUNDERSTOOD word on the planet, well, besides “GOD” of course. But aren’t
these two words one and the same?
Our programmed/lower self misunderstands ‘LOVE’ to mean “ATTENTION”.
ATTENTION = LOVE ?? Hardly.
So if we take this right back to our birth/childhood and our parents or care givers, we can see how the
seeds of this “Catastrophic MISUNDERSTANDING” were sewn, and how they’ve branched out and
distorted the view we have of ourselves and of our world.

PART TWENTY-FIVE – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
EMOTIONAL NAVIGATION – When in doubt, feel.
If we have an emotion that we can’t control, then we have an addiction to it. Be it anger,
hate, jealousy, sadness, self pity, happy (up) etc, etc.
Each time an experience arises that triggers up these ‘automatic’ emotions within us, name
the emotion. Let’s say ‘hate’ for example.
Begin to observe how many times this emotion seems to be triggered up for you, and the
situations that induced it. Our life will create myriads of ways and situations to trigger this
emotion up in us. Different faces different places, but the essence will always be that of
‘hate’. W H Y?
Why would we be consistently making ourselves aware of ‘hate’?
So we can rattle it up and out of its suppressed hiding place deep within us because we are
in denial it’s there and DON’T want to address it.
It’s only when an experience triggers this emotion to show itself can we grab it and take a
look at it before it slides back down away into its hiding place.
To name the emotion is really our fist reaching to grab it by the throat so we can look at it
and acknowledge it. Again, WHY?
So we can look back into our personal programming and find that we are addicted to this
emotion (eg. Hate) because it was part of our survival skills for whatever reasons.
So we create situations around us where we are always triggered to ‘hate’ and we get our
‘hit’ so to speak of our addiction. Even though we don’t consciously want to experience this
all the time and it makes our life a living hell, there is that undealt-with program still running
and in a sick, twisted way, it loves the rush of ‘hate’. It is a program running unattended.
We begin to choose NOT to react with ‘hate’ when a trigger taunts us and tries to jab sharp
pins in us to do so. It is most definitely an Art to Master, but we can easily accomplish this
by beginning to choose to focus on our emotions that arise involuntarily when triggered off
by an outside experience. Whatever the emotion it triggers, if we cannot control that
emotion (respond) from taking us over (react), then we have an addiction to it and we must
now learn to Let it Go.
Feel, but do not become it. Do not fall into its pits. Feel fully, allow yourself to be separate
from it. YOU, your Higher True Self is looking on, whilst your ‘human self’ is thrashing in its
death throws not wanting to die. This lower self, the human self, must thrash and shed ALL
its built up crusted layers of emotional addictions. Layer by layer.
The REAL YOU, the YOU who you REALLY are, sits patiently beneath these crusted layers
that you must shatter to reveal it.
Only YOU can do this process. Not another living Soul on the planet can do this for you. Not
another living Soul can ‘feel’ FOR you.
YOU must FEEL to be REAL. You must FEEL to GROW.

PART TWENTY SIX – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
HAPPY
I want to express what I’m feeling but I can’t seem to describe it yet.
Like I want to vomit but don’t know what to bring up!
I know I’m NOT happy.
I haven’t been happy for a very long time.
There’s a very good chance that just maybe I’ve NEVER been happy.
“UP” is NOT happy. This is a major misconception of what “happy” is.
I am growing to see this word differently.
It describes a pretend and fake space, just like the ‘up’ space.
“HAPPY” is almost as insipid as the word “NICE”.
“HAPPY” is all high notes and top end, and there is nothing grounding in this word.
“HAPPY” is a great camouflage space and can quite effortlessly cover a multitude of
unwelcome feelings and emotions.
“HAPPY” is a great lid to our “suppression-box”.
So no, I’m NOT happy.
I just haven’t worked out what it is I’m feeling yet.

PART TWENTY-SEVEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

EXPRESSION
Expression is the place we begin to venture into the world – emotionally.
It’s a release vent and an escape valve for all our ‘programmed’ feelings and emotions to
express themselves verbally, so as we can be better at picking what is true and what is a lie.
It’s like bringing the churning darkness out into the Light so “we” can actually hear it, see it
and acknowledge it for its lies and deceptions.
For without verbal expression to expose the ‘garbage’, everything just seems to circle around
and around in our head, and we will NEVER decipher these thoughts from a Truth or a lie
(programmed belief).

PART TWENTY-EIGHT – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”

COMPASSION
This is a VERY misunderstood word.
I remember once in a drama class, we were doing an exercise in acting out feelings etc.
The teacher would say “happiness” for example, and we would all portray what we felt
happiness looked like. This went on until she said “compassion”. All of us instantly gave the
look of sadness, pity, sympathy etc.
When she explained to us more of what the word meant, the portrayal of “compassion”
seemed to be that of rather an expressionless state of just “being”.
The Dictionary meaning: “to have strong feelings of understanding”.
Compassion does not mean feeling sorry for, or having pity for another.
I believe that the eventual evolutionary meaning of this word would be “FORGIVENESS”.
I always believed that I knew what this word really meant, and I did, until today. Today I
REALLY “understood” what this word meant. And it is so very important. It’s so very
important because it is actually the core/glue of our spirituality, that without it, we will never
become completely whole.
I had a situation today, where I had expressed to a friend what I felt regarding a certain
person. Even though it was the truth and it was fact, it went over like a ton of bricks of
negativity. This was not my intention or direction I wanted to go in, yet right there it went. I
told my friend that I had compassion for the person in question. He point blank told me that
I did not. That he did not believe that I had compassion for this person.
That threw me a doozey. Of course I have compassion for this person! I write and study
Soul Psychology! I walk my talk, I DO have compassion! At least I thought I did until I
reached a new level of understanding with the word and my experience that taught it to me.
I was really miffed all day after being told that. I mean, after all, I DID have compassion for
this person, because I do have “strong feelings of understanding” as to just “why” this person
does what he does and also “what” has caused him to be this way. I understood his life’s
“programming” didn’t I? Didn’t I? Yes.
I had some strong realizations and revelations and realized that my friend was both incorrect
AND correct.
Because sadly I realized that I have not reached the ultimate meaning of the word, and as
yet cannot find the FORGIVENESS needed to accomplish its completeness.
But I WILL. It’s a process. It’s only a matter of time.
I’m here to learn and grow at every opportunity, and today threw me a humiliating slap on
the wrists, and a huge thing up in my face to take a closer look at. COMPASSION.
COMPASSION.
At first I felt a little self-righteous. Then as I delved deeper, I felt such an idiot!
A very humbling experience I can assure you.
But humility is the only key that unlocks our personal growth. It’s also the hardest thing
you’ll ever have to do. Even if humility comes only upon reflection of a situation, I am always
grateful for these experiences and opportunities to grow.
A huge self-growth day today for me.

I’m so not frightened to take a look inside myself to see what needs correcting.
In fact I crave it, need it, and though part of me does not always welcome the intrusion of
“feeling” so much, I MAKE myself do so, because it’s the only way I can grow and become
more of myself.
This is my only intention in this lifetime, and that’s to become the best person I can be.
All else is just “details” really.
I mean, how can I navigate correctly if my compass is all-askew?
Mmm. Now that’s interesting. COMPASS.
COMPASS. COMPASSION.
Correct direction. Navigation. Mmm. . .
Without COMPASSION we will always be traveling in the wrong direction due to faulty
navigational equipment.
Again, LOVE IS THE GLUE. . ..

PART TWENTY-NINE – “The Way Out Book”

COMING BACK TO ME

Each time I find myself uneasy with anxiety and fear, I pull my focus back to ME!
THIS I REMIND MYSELF OFTEN:
Focus on ME. What must I be doing in MY world for me? For ME, what is it that I should be
doing right now for ME? For ME. MY world. ME, Wonderful ME!
As I do this I drop all thoughts of another and their worlds, everyone, and FOCUS BACK ON
ME.
What am “I” here to do?
Remind myself that another’s world is NOT more important than mine.
I am here to do GREAT things. I am worthy of my own TOTAL FOCUS on myself.
I stop believing that another’s world is more important to look after than my own.
This is SO slammingly grounding when I slap back into ME with this realization.
My anxieties stop. My fears stop. I feel a weight lift and a peaceful balance return.
My levels of High Self Worth must be increasing to allow me to love myself and believe in
myself enough to feel great at COMING BACK TO ME.

PART THIRTY – “The Way Out Book”

THE “REMEMBERINGS”
Today I firmly set my BOUNDARIES.
I remembered that I didn’t HAVE to answer the phone or text every time it rang!
I forgot! Today I remembered and that’s all that matters. I’m going to choose also to just
tell another just like it is, rather than waste my energy to pussyfoot around and pander to
their lower self. This is if I care or choose to say anything at all. None of my business.
I remembered also today that I don’t have to say ‘Yes’ to everyone! Geez!
AND. . . I don’t have to have the answer on the spot when another asks me a question or a
favor. I am allowed to say, “I’ll get back to you”. Phew! How could I forget these things?
Easy, when the serpent wakes it takes up the space of your whole consciousness and you
have NO hope of hearing your Truth.
No hope at all.
Once again I remembered the gift of SILENCE.
All these ‘rememberings’ are not me being slow at catching on.
What is happening here, is that my cycle of triggers have come around again – Smack! –
Smack! – Smack! This time however I am busting the triggers as they surface thus
empowering myself with the Truth I need in any given moment and situation, so I can
overcome it and learn the lesson completely.
These ‘rememberings’ are actually the Potent Truth that I have already become aware of as
they are pushing powerfully forward for acknowledgement AGAIN, only this time I have
cleared the space to occupy the Truth in its entirety.
In other words, I have now reached a point from all my Letting Go’s where my hands are
now free to grasp the Truth and have it finally BECOME my experience.
I have worked hard in preparing my ground, soil, seed planting and nurturing. For my hard
conscious effort and commitment, I am rewarded with a
Bountiful Harvest and a Bumper Crop!
Back though to SILENCE. Choosing to say nothing more than anything.
Being conscious in all those moments where I don’t HAVE to reply to someone, give my
opinion, judgment or comment etc. I can just give a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Pulling back into SILENCE.
The Power in SILENCE is Awesome!

PART THIRTY-ONE – “The Way Out Book”

FORGIVENESS AND FOCUS

Geez. Why is it so hard to sincerely Forgive?
This Forgiveness thing is probably the hardest of all things to tackle and to Master. The Art
of Forgiveness.
We can skirt around this one in our world of denial and
self-righteousness. Geez.
FORGIVENESS.
Where does one begin to deal with the battle of suppressed hate that we are in denial of?
How come I can forgive some things and not others?
If I am the one creating those situations and experiences in my life, then maybe it’s MYSELF
that I need to Forgive?
Yes, this Forgiveness thing has many levels and layers and meanings to it. As we discover
these layers and levels, they unfold to reveal the lessons that we need for us to grow and
evolve.
Mmm. Forgiveness. I must FOCUS on FORGIVENESS.
I’ll get back to you with my findings on this.
My Findings from Focusing on Forgiveness.
Geez.

PART THIRTY-TWO – “The Way Out Book”
MOVING FORWARD

Learning to take my hands off the god dam wheel. Once and for all!
How many more times must I endure the discomfort of unhealthy situations in my outside
world? These caused only by my trying to control my world.
How many more times must I remind myself that my pain is caused ONLY by my holding on?
LET GO.
I know that I’ll always be where I am meant to be and that I’ll never miss out on what is
mine.
I know that this can only be 100% accurate if I LET GO of trying to ‘make’ things happen.
I also know this means for me to stay even more focused on my Stillness and hearing my
Listening within to guide me, regardless of what my fears and thinking might be telling me
otherwise.
So even though I KNOW all this, I too am still on the cycle roundabout of
Lesson Learning. These cycles grow shorter and quicker the more I learn and understand,
and then AWARENESS is everything!
There is no self-condemnation for falling.
The sin is NOT in falling, it’s in NOT getting up.
Just as long as we keep moving forward.
Focus on MOVING FORWARD.
As this too shall pass, if we are MOVING FORWARD.

PART THIRTY-THREE – “The Way Out Book”
HUMILITY
Today I consciously chose to put a stop to an emotional addiction. Wow!
I chose to stop talking about and getting into the ‘details’ of my outside world experience.
I realized that it is ME who must take responsibility for my not feeling good.
I realized that I had been feeding my addiction of feeling hate, hard done by and the need to
have the outside world validate my self worth.
By my continuing to talk about it, I was preventing myself from Letting Go of it, and yet I
kept declaring that I WAS Letting Go of it! Go figure? But in Truth, I find I actually DIDN’T
want to Let Go of it, cause I needed my addiction “hit’ of feeling hate, resentment, non
forgiveness and with a twist of Self-righteousness thrown in.
BLAH!
I Lived and Learned.
Got tired of having
my fingers burned.
Not only was my addiction STOPPING my Learning and Letting Go and Moving Forward, but it
was also making me physically ill and unwell, depressed, and drained me of my Energy,
Passion and Enthusiasm.
It blinded my Clarity of the Truth, my Vision, and my Belief in myself and in my True Destiny.
Most of all it blinded my hard earned ability to Listen to and Hear my Guidance from Within.
How easy the Serpent slips back in. . . Subtle is the Serpent.
The Serpent never dies, it only sleeps. . . .
Somewhere I have been complacent and left myself open and vulnerable to listen to the
serpent’s whispers.
Then ever so subtly, these destructive whispers of untruths wrap their slimy fingers around
my heart and begin to pull me back down under into the murky depths of disbelief and
despair.
All seems SO unfair. . . . . . . NOT.
I am the one responsible for not keeping a conscious eye on this serpent. I should have
known that it was alive and very well thank you very much, as it snuck in snake-like and
coiled itself around my Soul.
I should have KNOWN, because I’ve been here before. I am actually familiar with this feeling
and sensation. I guess I denied acknowledging it.
I denied it because I also KNEW that this feeling and sensation has always been an indication
that I am not in alignment with the Truth.
Then if not, WHY not?
When I ask myself this question, I am then opening myself up with Humility and with the
willingness to accept what answer I hear. This in turn allows me the clarity once again to
‘Hear’ the Truth and to Understand.
I must then do whatever it takes with 100% effort to choose the conscious application of
those Truths. I am thus then REWARDED.
Rewarded, how?
By putting the serpent back to sleep so it whispers darkness no more – Peace.
With no more darkness whispers, that space then gets taken up by Light.
Then those serpent’s darkness whispers will cease to cause darkness experiences in my life.
My life will reflect back to me more Light in my life experience.
My life/world will then just keep getting better and becoming more and more
and more. . . . . . and more WHOLE.
But what I have done today for myself takes conscious effort.

It takes being brutally honest with myself.
It takes conscious acknowledgement of an unhealthy behavior, and to my connection of the
Truth - the only TRUE Reality that exists.
All “out there” outside of myself is only an illusion, a mere screen upon which ALL my inner
‘unenlightened’ parts can project themselves on to so that I can see them clearly. I can then
acknowledge, heal and understand those parts and to then “know” that those parts are NOT
‘who’ I really am.
To achieve what I have done today, took willingness to be humble and to feel humility by
owning an unpleasant experience outside myself as one that my addictive behavior was
causing.
Yeah, that’s a big one. Humility. Yet without Humility we will never Grow.
Humility is something that for some reason we feel is going to hurt us in some painful way,
and so to avoid it any cost. Our walls shoot up when we even get a whiff that we must touch
Humility. Bizarre huh?
Self-righteousness and blame is what this wall is called. Oh, denial can be bricked-in there as
well.
Yet I find that when I am consciously willing to take responsibility for an unpleasant
experience in my world (AND when I sincerely mean it by the way), AND stop blaming others
for it, then magically Humility just floats on through in a cloud permeating Peace,
Understanding and Enlightenment and. . . I GROW.
Must suffer to Grow.
But consciously choosing to take responsibility and ‘earning’ Humility is NOT that painful.
Geez! I’m still here aren’t I? Hasn’t killed me yet!
If this is perhaps the ‘suffering’ bit that makes us ‘grow’ bit, then it’s really not so bad. It’s
really not so painful at all, because I AM Growing!
I can FEEL it and SEE it changing and rearranging my outside world so as to be a reflection of
it.
The ‘suffering’ to earn Humility is not so near as bad as the pain and suffering my addictive
behaviors were causing me in my outside everyday world – over and over and over. Like that
‘different places, faces but the essence of experiences the same’ thing.
When I acknowledge a dysfunctional behavior in myself, it is then either gone or on its way
out.
Again though, we need Humility to acknowledge all unhealthy behaviors in us that are NOT
‘who’ we really are. Worth having a shot at, this Humility thing.
Humility.
Contained in this word is our Peace, Freedom, Love, Fulfillment and Home.

PART THIRTY-FOUR – “The Way Out Book”

UNDERSTANDINGS OF HUMILITY

In my Journey of delving deeper into the understanding of this word, I have
uncovered more findings, and here are those findings thus far:
We fear Humility because we have been led to believe that this attribute is in fact a tabooed
human weakness and something that not another living Soul should EVER chance to see in
us, as they will then sense this weakness and know they are then free to attack us.
If we show Humility we feel that we have left ourselves open and vulnerable by displaying
our weakness, and made ourselves powerless.
YET. . .Humility is in fact the most POWERFUL FORCE on the planet!
Without Humility we will NEVER GROW. Like our planet would die without the sun, we in
turn would stagnate, rot and shrivel away without the rays of Humility nourishing us.
Humility is the ONLY doorway through which we can pass that will allow us access to the
doors of every other Virtue that we must also obtain.
We will never achieve the completeness of all these other Virtues if we have not passed
through our Humility FIRST. We will never feel fulfilled and we will never become WHOLE
without it.
Humility gives us the openness to go the distance and will give us the ‘Master Key’ that will
unlock the doors of all these other Virtues.

PART THIRTY-FIVE – “The Way Out Book”

“LAYER” MANAGEMENT

When I became conscious about discovering and writing about the ‘FORGIVENESS’ thing, I
did not realize I would now be discovering it from first hand frontier experience of diving
down into the layered depths of this word’s meaning and understanding.
I found that I was at first conscious of FORGIVENESS.
By focusing on that, it led me to acknowledge my CHOICE that I always have in any given
moment. This then unfolded into the discovery of HUMILITY which sits directly beneath that.
Now today I find myself with the full awareness of my BOUNDARIES and my Boundary Line.
My Self Worth has been increasing.
I am securing my Boundary Line as I re-set the electric fence:
FORGIVENESS
CHOICE
HUMILITY
BOUNDARIES
Wonder what comes next?

PART THIRTY-SIX – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
GRATITUDE - (This is what was next)

I’d like to explore this word more.
I think we all have a block with this word.
Growing up we all had people telling us to be “Grateful” with what we’ve got.
As children we don’t know the meaning of this word and nor do we have the understanding
of this word that we are told to be. To us, “Grateful” meant things
like, “No. Shut up. Stop complaining”. This word made us feel trapped, frustrated, fobbed off
and powerless. We could also sense when this word was being used as an excuse to cover
the Truth that was being withheld from us.
The words, “You should be grateful” rings in our psyche as something that doesn’t make us
feel good, nor feel good about ourselves.
It’s very important and very empowering to understand that though we are not children
anymore, this word still rings in our psyche as one that doesn’t make us feel good. Like
using the word “God”. Most folk hear this word and instantly shut it down and just don’t
want to know. I was also once one of these people, until I changed the word ‘God’ to
“Creator/The Universe” or whatever other word there was to describe the same thing. I was
then better able to allow myself to open and actually WANT to hear what was being spoken
to me about. We all have distorted meanings attached to certain words – for whatever
reasons.
Well, we are now ‘Big People’. We have now grown up. So it’s time to take a fresh new look
at the word GRATITUDE.
I am writing this because I want to finally understand the True essence of this word, and
because I do know that GRATITUDE is like the glue binding all our Virtues together once we
have obtained them.
Just as without HUMILITY we will never obtain our Virtues, then so without GRATITUDE we
will never have our Virtues and understandings of the Truth become our experience and our
Reality.
GRATITUDE is the mold that holds the “Who we truly are” together so we can become
WHOLE.
So, Gratitude. . . .
First, let us pretend we have never heard this word before. Let us then feel free to dig and
reveal the True and very important meaning of it.
To be THANKFUL. To give thanks.
Yeah, I know we all feel at times that we haven’t got anything to be Thankful for, but we
really do.
It’s like all of our unfulfilled needs and wants are the only things that we see.
Let us then start with the things we have right now, that if taken away from us tomorrow
would make us wish like hell to have them back again, whatever they might be. So this is
where we can start to be THANKFUL that we have them now.
By us ‘Giving Thanks’, we begin to gently open the door wide enough for GRATITUDE to
enter our consciousness.
We first have to know just what it is that we are THANKFUL for before we can sincerely be
GRATEFUL for anything at all. The Universe is rather logical isn’t it?
And it’s not like what we have now is all that we are ever going to get so we better be
Thankful and Grateful for them. No, not at all.

By acknowledging and being consciously aware of all the good things in our life, we actually
begin focusing on all the good things and all the good things begin to multiply. We begin to
experience more and more of all the good things in our lives.
All the good things begin to manifest in Abundance.
Where our attention goes – energy flows.
If we focus our attention on negative things, then energy moves to those things and their
manifestations multiply. If we focus our attention on all that we are Thankful for, Grateful for
and all of the good things in our lives, then the energy flows to those things and they
multiply madly in their manifestations as well. Energy is not discriminate. Energy will always
do its thing when called upon by us by our focus of attention.
Energy is the electricity that runs through the wires of our attention device.
If we control our ‘attention device’, then energy can no longer run along it and give power
and life to whatever focus we have that sits at the end of it. Both the negative and the
positive. Remember that energy does not discriminate between the two.
Energy is just doing what it was designed to do, and that is to follow our focus of attention.
Attention merely provides a pipeline through which energy can travel.
Its just energy doing its job as energy.
So let us harness this most powerful force on the planet. The force and power of
GRATITUDE.

PART THIRTY-SEVEN – “THE WAY OUT BOOK”
SUCCESS REDEFINED

We MUST NOT GIVE IN.
We must push to SUCCEED.
SUCCESS is only ever truly obtained, maintained and measured by our effort to
LET GO, BE STILL and to LISTEN to our KNOWING.
This is the only True definition of SUCCESS.
All attachments to all earthly things fall away into insignificance.
We exist IN this world, we are not OF it.
All things come when we LET GO. Neediness repels.
We MUST NOT GIVE IN to not LETTING GO.
LET GO, BE STILL, LISTEN, and we will have achieved TRUE SUCCESS.
Most certainly our world will reflect this SUCCESS in worldly ABUNDANCE and WEALTH, but
we must have first reached SUCCESS WITHIN.
To SUCCEED means that we have chosen to know our God/Creator and ourselves above all
earthly things, and that we have endured the conscious pain and suffering of our unfolding
and evolving, and the discovering of “who” we really ARE and “who” we are NOT. The
Trusting, The Purging forth of death defying fear, and to STILL keep going…………?
Because WE MUST NOT GIVE IN!
WE MUST PUSH TO SUCCEED.

I HOPE YOU ENJOY THE FOLLOWING VERSES.
THESE VERSES ARE A CONSOLIDATED AND CONCISE VERSION OF
THE ESSENCE OF THE BOOK ITSELF –
TAKE YOUR TIME TO READ THEM SLOWLY.
AMONGST THESE FOLLOWING PAGES ARE SOME AMASING ONE
LINERS THAT HAVE AN INCREDIBLE IMPACT AND DEPTH OF MEANING.
I HOPE YOU ENJOY THEIR TICKLE WHEN YOU COME ACROSS THEM.
THESE VERSES OF TRUTH SEEM TO STICK INTO THE BRAIN (SO I AM TOLD OVER
AND OVER AGAIN). I DO KNOW THAT I READ THESE VERSES IN TIMES OF
WEARINESS TO HELP BUILD BACK MY FAITH AND MY BELIEF IN THE TRUTH. I
ALSO FIND THAT EACH TIME I DO THIS, THE VERSES SEEM TO REVEAL A DEEPER
LEVEL OF MEANING THAT I HAD NOT REALISED BEFORE.
THEY SEEM TO EXPAND THE DOORS OF OUR OWN INNER WISDOM, AND IN
LAYERS ALL IS REVEALED TO US.
THIS BEING “THE JOURNEY”.

NO. 1
THE SUN TRICKLES IN

THE SUN TRICKLES IN
AND SPLASHES ON
I LOVE THE FRESHNESS OF
BEFORE ANYTHING

MY WINDOW
MY BED.
EARLY MORNINGS
IS SAID.

NO.2
STILLNESS

With the conscious closing of my eyes
I can choose to be self-contained.
This separates me from my outside world
so as a “STILLNESS” can be obtained.
With my eyes closed consciously
I can now turn to face “Within”.
A cocoon of “myself-ness” awaits me
ready for my exploring to begin.
So many dam thoughts bombarding
and getting in my way!
I take a few moments here to ignore them
AND everything they’ve got to say.
These are but fears robed as thinking
creating illusions that just aren’t real.
I struggle through this “static-belt-of-blindness”
And LET GO and pass through all that I feel.
NOW that I’m in my quiet middle
I’m open to receive.
I can now commune with my Creator
If I truly DO BELIEVE.
So once I’ve struggled and pushed hard enough
I reach my Blissful “STILL”.
I await here quietly to be given direction
to do that only of GOD’S WILL.

NO.3
BE EVER HUMBLE
Be ever humble in Life’s lessons.
Learn, Let Go and Integrate.
Humility is a Virtue that must be obtained
before one can walk up to Heaven and straight through the front gate.
No rewards are given out
To what has not first been earned
And to the degree of effort you put in
You will be rewarded ten fold in return.
Fine-tune your art of Stillness
Maintain a clear strong connection
Then watch your world magically unfold
With precision, fulfillment and perfection.
Develop acute awareness of your feelings
And of your emotions and energy too
As this will be your compass with which to navigate
And gently guide you through.
Build your bonfire of Faith
Beside your tower of Strength soaring high
Never to let a moment of life’s learning
to be missed and pass you by.
You need to begin with details now
To be clear on your Desires, Dreams the lot
For although all is always in flux
We need a sturdy starting block.
Don’t be alarmed
Please don’t take fright
But the road can get a little bumpy
along the journey to the Light.
Allow life to pass through you
Detach and clear the channel flow.
For all is but an illusion
To hold on makes it real – channel slows.
Remember it’s only YOU who condemns yourself
And judges your own self worth.
You have as yet NO idea of the Greatness within you
That’s been unfolding since your birth!

NO.4

PRAYER OF FOCUS
Please God assist me here on,
to Ask, to Listen, to be still.
Please guide me to Let Go and hand over
my whole life to your Divine Will.
Please comfort me and warm me
With Truth’s profound revelations
So that fear can’t slip in and divert me
From my time spent in God-Contemplation.

NO.5

NOT FOR THE FAINT HEARTED
Adventuring within oneself
is not for the faint hearted
There are many times you’ll wish
that you never even started.
Many shall start and few shall finish
The crowd thins out
The lower self pull is too strong
Drenched with fear and doubt
But for those with strong endurance
and strong constitution
to do the journey within the journey
thrusts you toward your evolution.
To undertake the journey of self cleansing
Digging deep into the shadows and pits
is not the fluffy clouds and rainbows
that surface spirituality predicts
There was no map
no tourist information
yet I jumped right in
with no hesitation.
The world within would encourage me
when I screamed to jump off the train
They showed me the rewards I’d reap
by transmuting all my pain.
Confronting all the demons
Shining a torch in their face
as the terror shakes your foundations
and you think you’re out of the race.
As much as you put in you’ll get back
Though you won’t see much change for a while
Which brings up even more fear
for you to reconcile.
The time is now upon me
where the rewards are gushing through
Openly displayed and tangible
A treasured dream come true.
I’ll now go back and sign post
all the tricky bends in the road
for other courageous travellers
to help lighten their heavy load.

NO.6

SYNCHRONICITY

How well do you listen
and no, not with your ears,
or to your opinions and judgements,
self-condemnation and fears?
So how well DO you listen
to your Guidance from within?
To your God source of creation,
is the only place to begin.
Be still and listen,
follow your knowing to the letter.
Even if you think you have,
an idea that’s even better.
Synchronicity is not just things
that seem to “click into place”.
It’s a result of your connection
to your middle, to your Grace.
Synchronicity is your Divine Right
if you do the work to listen and be still.
In letting go of the mind,
Synchronicity is just Divine Will.

NO.7

THE JOURNEY’S PERILS
Who can hear the screaming
of someone fear-frozen and alone?
Trapped behind bars of confusion.
Drenched with terror to the bone.
Immobilised with fear.
Pinned up against the wall.
Can’t hear a bloody thing.
Can’t see anything at all.
Doubt and confusion
as I struggle to get a grip.
Try to get a foothold
and stumble and bite my lip.
I look around for the light to guide me.
I take firm hold of the safety rope.
And like the fool that I am
I never give up hope.
For a “fool” is what I have been called
because I chose a different way to live.
I chose the pain and elation of clearing my baggage.
I chose to learn how to Love and Forgive.
I chose a life that looks strange to others
because I learn to Listen and wait.
Whether I like what I hear or not
is simply not up for debate.
To some people this is total nonsense.
They say, “Just use your mind”.
They don’t understand that that’s the thing
I’ve been trying to leave behind!
“Watching the wheels go round and round”
“Just sitting here doing time”
these are John Lennon’s words
but could easily be mine.
The ignorant will judge me.
The less aware will call me names.
I have to strap myself down
so as not to play their games.

Others think they know what’s best
and will promptly tell me so.
I have to learn how to politely
tell them where to go.
Because I’ve chosen God’s world
and all that that entails.
This gives me strength of Faith so I don’t let
others take the wind from my sails.
I am given my Dreams and Visions.
And Trust that all will unfold
as my letting go brings due rewards
of Fulfilment, Love and Gold.

NO.8

AN ODE TO JOAN (OF ARC)

Send me Love against the darkness,
an anaesthetic to the pain.
With my sword held high I close my eyes,
and plunge into battle again.
I need the Light to define my way.
It slices through the deepest black.
Giving me ample 360 deg vision.
Preventing a surprise attack.
Stay true to what you believe in,
Courage will be your virtue,
Be brave, have Faith and Trust,
cause there’s nothing out there to hurt you.

NO.9

IT “ALL-FITS-IN”

It always excites me when it “all-fits-in”.
A turn-on in an inward sort of way.
I wonder if these sensations are due rewards
for my suffering, growing and purging pain each day?
When it “all-fits-in” I pat my back.
Satisfied with my strength and endurance.
For my pain has given me my “inner ear”
and am given Truth, Direction and Assurance.
By Letting Go, Listening then moving,
it keeps me in-time for ALL to come to me.
My effort-put-in is to be STILL enough
which to the trained brain is contradictory.
“I” then stop trying to make things happen.
“I” then see how I’M really the magnet.
Being STILL charges it’s powers of attraction
whilst the mind just clogs up the device till stagnate.
So when it “ALL-FITS-IN” I stand very proud.
Synchronicity has truly been achieved.
I admire myself for my level of skill
to have learned to be STILL and for having BELIEVED.

NO.10

EACH MOMENT
Each moment in sync
is a complete and whole link.
The strength of my chain now greater,
as I attune more to my Creator.
We seem to forget that these ‘each moments’,
are connected to the next.
And that it’s HOW we use these ‘each moments’,
that really becomes the test.
It’s called “staying in the NOW”.
You know this is nothing new.
It be the battle attempted by so many,
yet conquered by so very few.

No.11

TENDING MY SPIRIT

The light from my campfire,
is flaming Golden bright.
Nurturing and Blissful,
as it guides me through the night.
I’m tending my fire,
With Commitment, Love and Grace.
Suspending MY Will to Spirit,
and so moving at Spirit’s pace.
I know just when to add more fuel,
and when to sit back and watch it burn.
Trusting the integration process,
without worries, fears or concern.
When insecurities and doubts flare up,
I put another few logs on the fire.
For within the glowing flames is Clarity,
revealing my Truest Heart’s Desires.

NO.12

FAIRY DREAMING

Oh Fairy Folk, Oh Fairy Folk
please come out to play
Show me your Sparkling Light Glorious
Your magical Colours Displayed.
I know all my fears and concerns would dissipate
the moment I take my first glimpse
into the delightful world of the Fairy
with Elves, Gnomes, Little Folk and Nymphs.
To communicate with you would make
all my previously great desires seem small
I would finally truly feel connected
to the Greater, to the All.
I would truly love to sit and talk with you
Join in the laughter of your Fairy Rings
Watch you play and listen to tales
And marvel at your gossamer wings.
But you’ve not shown yourselves again today
I can but dream and wait
So I sit at the edge of your kingdom
And see how long it takes.

NO.13

THIS THING!

So what’s with this THING?
This THING that screws with my head
Seeping in a sulphur stench
And pumps my Soul with hate and lead.
This THING, this THING!
Its shadows blacken my heart
Whilst its slimy fingers grab-tight
And rip my guts apart.
This THING lies to me and cheats me
It hurts me cuts me completely.
Then turns to pretend to help
So benevolent, syrupy and so sweetly.
This THING just loves to taunt and haunt me
Pitching fears that come to life.
For I am no longer the Princess Queen,
Who was once engaged to be a wife.

NO.14

DENIAL

What IS that sharp thing pointing,
jutting out firmly from beneath my face?
It can’t be MY plump finger of denial,
blasting blame all over the place?
I know I AM responsible for my world as it is.
I DON’T blame others and attack.
Yet in SHOCK I see that though this BE my belief,
I’ve had one finger pointing hidden from behind my back!

NO.15

SUFFERING THE IGNORANT

Suffering the ignorance of others
who thrust in my face their own fears,
and their intense opinions and judgements of my world
as I scream out in frustration yet it falls on deaf ears.
Do they know the anguish they cause me,
with the pain of struggling to stay with my Truth and what is real?
As they refuse to own their own garbage,
and point blank refuse to feel.
I continue to use this as fodder,
for my spirit to grow and bloom.
Yet my humanness grows weary,
hoping fulfilment comes to me soon.
Don’t know how much more I can take,
just how much more humility I must swallow.
Yet these sufferings seem to strengthen
the voice within as to which I must follow.
I strive for compassion and forgiveness,
as this truly is the glue.
They are ignorant and don’t know better,
for “they know not what they do”.
Words will never defend myself,
and I really refuse to fight,
so will wait for my dreams to manifest fully,
and show all just who was right.

NO.16

DISBELIEF
Dreaming with the brakes on,
burning rubber wreaks the air.
The momentum now too strong,
for to be any obstruction there.
Trust the flow to guide you.
Stand firm within your sphere.
Disbelief no longer serves you.
No room for that one here.
You scream you can’t shake it.
Disbelief hangs on.
I say tidy up your stillness.
Keep clear your connection to God.
Allow yourself the wonder
of strolling through heavenly realms.
With just a little more effort to go within,
would open worlds that would overwhelm.

NO.17

DARKNESS

My darkness comes over
like clouds in the night.
It blinds me and gags me
before I can fight.
I don’t like it’s shadows.
It’s jealousies and hate.
I don’t like how it leaves me
in this pitiful state.
I don’t like its effect on others.
It kills and destroys
all forms of life
like twisted toys.
I’m in here screaming.
I want to be free.
I want to know what it’s like
to be fully me.
I want the drought to clear now.
I want my sky to rain.
I want the clouds to burst open
and flush out all the pain.
I just can’t seem to get above
this lower self of mine.
Shake off the fury and hate
and see my true self shine.

NO.18

THE WHEEL TO SPIN FREE

I’m going through some fury.
Going through some pain.
What else is new?
Here we go again.
This time I’ll step back.
Watch the wheel spin free.
Knowing what I’m feeling
isn’t really me.
What a freeing feeling.
No self-condemnation.
All I need to do is have
an inner conversation.
Let go and allow
the lower self wheel to spin.
Then listen acutely and act upon
the wise words coming from within.

NO.19

CHANGE

Life it keeps changing
rolling twisting turning.
Whether I like it or not, scream or laugh
I too keep on learning.
Some days feel so stagnate
where nothing seems to move.
The day takes weeks to end
and I feel stuck in a mucky groove.
A day when I have fallen many times
and mostly fallen from Grace.
Which clouds me over and slows me down
and I cannot hack the pace.

NO.20

ROUGH SEAS

What’s going on?
I can feel a change
as life distorts
to rearrange.
Time to pull in.
Consolidate my world.
Be patient and wait
for the flower unfurled.
During this time
it’s a firm hold on the rails.
As you batten down the hatches
bracing the thunderstorms and gales.
Most vulnerable to fear
and the pessimistic voice in my head,
who says it’ll never clear
and any moment I’ll be dead!
So to push past this mad man.
Open to trust in God’s love.
Humbly lift my face toward
the sunny blue skies above.

NO.21

LOWER SELF PRESENCE

I’m doubting myself.
I’m strangely full of fear.
I have to turn and ask myself
Who the hell is here?
Oh yes the lower self is present.
Alive and well.
And when it takes me over
my life feels like hell.
It makes me feel lopsided.
Like my centre’s not clicked-in.
I fall into lower self thoughts
and my tolerance is thin.
It’s frustrating and tiring.
Takes all I have to stay above.
Pulling away from hate and spite
and to focus purely on Love.

NO.22

ASKING WITHIN

Am I supposed to be writing this?
Yes of course you may.
A very important teaching
has been given to you this day.
Wherever you may find yourself.
Always push to ask.
We have the answer here for you
to make easy your task.
Push passed your desires and wants.
Prepared for a yes or no.
You’ll have what’s yours divinely.
You’ll be where you need to go.
It’s just asserting yourself to stop
to ask within for advice.
This way your answer is true.
Rather than throwing the dice.

NO.23

FEELING TROUBLED

I love these early mornings.
The sun shines the sky is blue.
In this quietness I steal time for myself
and reflect on what is true.
Yet this morning I’m feeling troubled.
Doesn’t seem like I’m all here.
Different highway different road.
Have shifted down a gear.
I’ll go back in and meditate.
Let go all that lingers on my mind.
Push it through let it go.
Leave it far behind.

NO.24

SCARY TIMES

My world is unfamiliar.
Strange and almost surreal.
As the turbulence thrashes me,
and induces me to feel.

NO.25

ENDURANCE

Thunderstorms and lightening
the sky is falling down.
I’m curled in a ball screaming.
Tears with no sound.
Don’t know this scenery
these unfamiliar hills.
Where the going needs all
of my navigational skills.
This last bit is the fast bit
though only all down hill.
Certainly no rainbows and fluffy clouds
or things rosy and tranquil.
So maybe tomorrow we’ll start again.
Maybe tomorrow will be THE day.
Just give me strength, endurance and patience
and help me out of the way.

NO.26
PAIN COMPLAINING

The night falls softly.
The Earth welcomes its weight.
For with it comes welcoming slumber,
to nurture, forget and sedate.
These days have been hard,
my struggles many.
Hard to feel joy,
as there isn’t any.
Of course it’s not as bad as that,
though at times I’m not so sure.
And I never thought I’d ever feel,
that life’s just one big bore.
The struggling out ways the magic,
yet I am promised more.
I am promised the tipping of scales,
to a life of wonderment and grandeur.
So excuse me if I sound pissed off,
but I’m caught in a catch 22.
I can’t go back but forward,
on a journey only known by oh so few
Fake it till you make it,
and that’s just how it feels.
As it’s not I but God who pulls the lever,
that controls my life’s hidden wheels.
There’s not many more words that remain,
that can uplift and bring joy to my Being.
Make manifest now my fulfilment.
Full believing is in the Seeing.
This may sound demanding,
but please give me a break.
My life and days are speeding by,
At a very alarming rate.
Scared there’ll be no time left,
to give me all my Dreams I desire.
Please God give me Faith and Endurance,
as I am weary and beginning to tire.

NO.27

PRAYERS TO BE ANSWERED

Prayers will and are being answered.
Mostly waiting in the wings.
The party awaits
where the fat lady sings.
Strange expression
but these are strange times.
Though not strange but magical.
Keep reading between the lines.
Your Avalon awaits you.
Keep rowing through the lake.
Through the blinding mist
is the risk you have to take.
But is risk just another word
for Faith, Belief and Trust?
All these virtues are asked for.
In fact, an absolute must.
Your green pasture’s assured.
You are my treasured sheep.
I promise you sunny fresh days ahead
and infinite rewards to reap.
These aren’t just fluffy words.
This is Cosmic Law.
The further you travel towards me
everything just becomes more – and more…
Don’t be fooled by what things look like.
Another law of mine.
Because above those rainy clouds
the sun continues to shine.

NO.28

GOD HELP ME

The boredom is frightening.
Have to brace to bare the strain
of the constant triggering up
and purging forth of pain.
This is not my self pity showing
but tears just melt down my cheeks.
At a loss as to what to do now.
It’s been going on for weeks.
I want to write something uplifting
but nothing comes to mind.
Just feelings of being abandoned
and being left behind.
Nothing to look forward to.
My whole world feels dead.
The core of my being is empty
except for anxiety and dread.
Hope things pick up soon.
Can’t carry on this way.
Depression hits me hard
at the start of every day.
These smelly old hallways
helps depression kick in.
I fight it to shake it
but you know who will win.
I’m tired of the battle.
I’m tired of the fight.
This traveller is weary
on her journey to the light.

NO.29

REPLY FROM GOD

Hush now my child.
All is not in vain.
The suffering is needed
as well as all the pain.
I won’t leave you stranded
or hanging in mid flight.
You’re too precious to me
and to the Kingdom of the Light.
How can you feel abandoned
when I am always here?
And you’re guides right beside you
with Angels taking up the rear.
You’ve come so far on this journey
that’s just about to end.
Don’t give up the ghost now.
Your Fulfilment’s just around the bend.
I send you Love to fill your dark spots
at this time to keep you afloat.
And wrap you tenderly with peace
like a warm and snugly coat.
This is all very real.
Do not doubt your Visions and Dreams.
Look not to the past but forward
as all is not what it seems.

NO.30

GUARDIAN ANGELS

Guardian Angels
guarding my way
protecting, loving, supporting
keeping me safe throughout my day.
And when I listen harder,
and trust fully in what I hear,
my world flows in sync with ease,
and I know no such thing as fear.
But to experience this level of Peace,
and have it continually grow,
takes much self discipline and stillness
“as ye reap what ye shall sow”.
Stillness slices through illusion,
shatters anything that’s fake.
So when things get topsy-turvy,
I know I haven’t been awake.
Those times to me,
are like a flashing neon sign,
warning soon loss of God connection,
time to focus in and realign.
Get back to solid stillness,
and total letting go,
I vow once again to never leave,
as I love the Bliss of being in the flow.

NO.31

PLATEAUED

It’s been a few nights.
It’s been a few days.
I’ve grown and learnt
in so many ways.
I’ve stood tall and I’ve fallen.
I’ve sinned and I’ve saved.
I’ve angelically hovered.
I have misbehaved.
I feel like I’ve reached a plateau.
My life is standing still.
I’m ready for the next stage to present itself
as it most surely will.

NO.32

BE ALERT, BE STILL

Be alert, be still
for the next stage to follow.
The magnitude of which
you’d find hard to swallow.
Instructions given one at time.
Action them and wait.
Be alert, be still.
Destiny is never late.
No matter what your fear shows you
its reality is NOT founded.
Keep your centre with me.
Your feet firmly grounded.
I have no intentions of letting you go.
I need as many soldiers of the Light as I can find.
Especially soldiers who have come this far
and who never once looked behind.
I encourage you to push with all your might.
Grip tight and don’t be swayed.
Because for you the whole of Heaven
will soon gloriously and triumphantly be displayed.

NO.33

ENJOYING MY SPACE

I have some time to myself today.
It’s still, quiet and full.
I haven’t written in oh so long
so it’s to the pen I feel a pull.
I haven’t been on my own here
for a very very long time.
I enjoy the stillness and aloneness
and the energies that are mine.
Gone are the days of insecurity
when I couldn’t be on my own.
And if I was I would make sure
that there was someone on the phone.
Someone at least to fill the void
where my connection to God should be.
A false filling of emptiness.
Illusions of reality.
Yes I enjoy my own company.
And my writing is my friend.
With the joy of not wanting
is truly a God send.

NO.34

THE ART OF FREEDOM

I sit in a state of peace
in a world of previous unrest.
This time I am not IN it.
I am merely the guest.
This time I do not feel the loneliness
the emptiness, the fear.
The blindness and confusion
that makes it hard to steer.
I’m learning the art of Freedom
of truly letting go.
A life long journey
at times treacherous and slow.
A journey worth taking
to experience the Freedom of Flight.
The Journey’s destination of Freedom
is every man’s Divine Right.
God gave us choices.
He gave us free will.
Whether we choose light or darkness
God’s Grace is with us still.

NO.35

HOW IT IS

Nothing is given
to what is not earned.
And to the degree of effort put in
will be ten fold returned.
Hone your Art of Stillness & Listening.
Establish and maintain your God Connection.
Then watch your world Magically unfold
with Fulfillment and Perfection.
Build your bonfire of Faith.
Have your Tower of Strength soaring high.
Never to let a moment of learning
to be ignored and pass you by.
Awareness of your Feelings
of your Emotions and Energy too,
will be the compass with which to navigate
and gently guide you through.

NO.36

DREAM STRETCHING

Wandering courageously through the Galaxy.
Skipping lightly as we travel.
Splashing our feet in moonbeam puddles.
Kicking, crunching stardust gravel.
With the Magic of Creation
being born with The Dream.
We dare to dance boldly forward
with Trust we’ll have all that we’ve seen.
Dare to Dream a top lofty heights.
Flex and Stretch your Wings of Desire.
Spill forth with profound imaginations
to gas your balloon and Dream you even higher!

NO.37
CONTENT IN THE NOW
Sitting here waiting.
Await others and what will transpire.
This letting go of outcomes
always delivers what I truly desire.
So what will it be tonight?
How’s everyone’s state of mind?
Stay in my Center and True to myself.
Leave even those thoughts behind.
As ALL is unfolding.
ALL in sync and on time.
Whatever and whichever happens
I know ALL will be just fine!
I am stronger and more potent.
My power surging stronger.
The validation of others
is something I need no longer.
So I wait and sit quietly.
My white light of power a beacon.
My energy contained and locked.
As it ain’t no longer leakin’.
My Creator please Bless Me
with experiences that fill my Being.
Present them, Surprise me.
I’m open and my eyes are Seeing.

